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This study expands upon previous analyses of Boots Riley’s 2018 film satire, Sorry to
Bother You. Gramscian concepts are applied as a theoretical framework to analyze the
representations of capitalism, Whiteness, and how these systems of power intersect and reinforce
one another in modern US culture. The research aims to understand the film’s messages about
the mutual influence of material and ideological conditions. The film is analyzed for portrayals
of capitalism, Whiteness, and Gramscian concepts by evaluating the plot, themes and tones,
visual details, character portrayals, and dialogue. Results indicated that critiques of capitalism
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION
As a critical scholar, I have always been interested in social equality and power
structures. I enjoy analyzing different institutions or frameworks to understand their impact on
society and specific groups of people. Two social forces that are commonly examined in society
are capitalism and race, more specifically, Whiteness. Capitalism, the economic structure in
America, has been under additional scrutiny lately because the ongoing Coronavirus pandemic
has greatly impacted the capitalist system, exposing some of the flaws within. For example, the
wealth gap between the different social classes has never been greater (McCarthy, 2021).
Specifically, the average CEO made 299 times the pay of the median worker compared to the
264-to-1 ratio from 2019. In other words, while thousands of the working-class lost their jobs
due to the pandemic, CEOs still saw an increase in their wealth by $700,000 last year
(McCarthy, 2021). At the same time, Whiteness is a social framework in which White people are
perceived as the natural standard for status simply due to their skin color. The 2018 film, Sorry
to Bother You, written and directed by Boots Riley, represents a young Black man’s journey
through the systems of capitalism and Whiteness in America as a way of questioning the systems
and how they operate.
It is important to note here that the movie is a satire, and thus operates differently than
content with alleged so-called accurate representations (Gring-Pemble & Watson, 2003).
Satirical content exaggerates elements of the story to emphasize different messages, tropes, or
morals. It is crucial to be aware that Sorry to Bother You does not intend to project an entirely
realistic universe. The film’s director, Boots Riley, who is a self-declared communist, asserts that
Sorry to Bother You is an obvious critique of capitalism (Wall, 2018). Although the film is
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relatively new, and there is little scholarly research surrounding it, many movie critics support
the latter claim from Riley (Lang, 2018; Reklis, 2018; Sculos, 2019; Torchin, 2019; Wall, 2018).
While there is rich literature on capitalism, Whiteness, and Gramsci’s concepts, there is
little research applying these concepts to Sorry to Bother You. The film has been described in
TIME Magazine as “the most politically and culturally relevant movie of the year,” thus making
it important to analyze (Zacharek, 2018). In chapter two, I describe how capitalism functions
both as America’s economic system and as an ideology. Capitalism is structured with a freemarket system, where individuals and companies compete with each other to maximize their
profits. The competitive market fosters an ideology that working hard will bring financial
success to the individual competitors, yet the corporate elite are the ones who benefit from the
labor of the working-class. In chapter two, I also explore Whiteness. Because American society
was built to benefit White people and Whites have controlled social institutions, White privilege
is often invisible. Thus, the ideology of Whiteness posits that White people are the standard
against which others are measured. I also provide examples of how capitalism and Whiteness
have been portrayed and critiqued in media.
In chapter three, I explore Gramsci’s theoretical concepts of hegemony, the subaltern, the
gelatinous middle, common sense, good sense, war of position, and war of maneuver. Gramsci
(1989) contends that different social frameworks work together to sustain the hegemony, or
dominant social system. In chapter four, I describe how specific characters and plot events in
Sorry to Bother You exemplify these theoretical constructs. In addition, I analyze the plot,
themes and tones, visual details, character portrayals, and dialogue in the film for representations
of capitalism and Whiteness. I discover that both social frameworks maintain the hegemony, but
these social forces are strongest when they intersect and influence each other. As the film is a
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satirical commentary on actual conditions in America, how these conditions are represented will
be carefully analyzed. Through careful examination, I argue that capitalism and Whiteness
reinforce one another and influence the relationship between material and ideological conditions.
In chapter five, I summarize my findings and the implications they have for scholarship on
capitalism, Whiteness, media, and Gramsci. I end this thesis with a discussion of the limitations
of this study and suggestions for future research. Because I analyze capitalism, Whiteness, and
the influence of their intersection in this thesis, my purpose is to uncover the meaning behind the
satirical messages of the mutual influence of material and ideological conditions.
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CHAPTER II: REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The goal of this research is to explore the themes of capitalism and Whiteness in Sorry to
Bother You and how they interact. Through these portrayals in the film, I hope to understand the
film’s messages about the mutual influence of material and ideological conditions. Capitalism
and Whiteness are familiar concepts within the communication field, both with large bodies of
scholarship. Understanding the concepts present in Sorry to Bother You is imperative for moving
forward with analyzing and discussing the film. As Riley (2018) states that the film is an
intentional critique on capitalism, this concept will be explored first in the review of literature.
Thereupon, an explanation of capitalism, its critiques, and how it has been observed in media
will be reviewed in this chapter. Following, the rich history and influence of race and Whiteness
in American culture, as well as Whiteness in media, will be explored. This chapter will conclude
with a summary of both concepts, demonstrating how capitalism and Whiteness intertwine.
Capitalism
Main Concepts of Capitalism
It is important to mention that while capitalism functions as an economic system, the
values associated with capitalism saturate many different aspects of American society, including
social, political, and cultural institutions. As a result, capitalism operates as an economic
structure and as an ideology, both actively examined and critiqued by scholars and economists.
Before understanding how and why capitalism is critiqued, most notably by German philosopher
and economist Karl Marx who will be discussed momentarily, it is necessary to understand both
the function and values of capitalism, first as an economic structure.
Capitalism is not a recent phenomenon. Prevalent in the West for several hundred years,
it has been the ruling economic system in America for centuries. Capitalism is based on the
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private or individual ownership of the means of production (i.e., goods and services) in the
pursuit of maximizing profits. It functions through a free-market system, where people or
companies make the decisions for their means of production rather than the state or government.
The limited government interference allows for these people or companies to compete with one
another for profit through supply and demand of products and services (Carlson, 1993; Fishbein,
1988). This spirit of competition within the system feeds into the values associated with
capitalism, a core value being the freedom of choice.
Many operating within the capitalist system support it and view themselves as free.
McGowan (2013) elaborates on this, saying people see themselves as “free to make money, free
to consume what they want, and so on” (p. 4). Individuals have the choice to work or spend
money if they want, but the capitalist system is designed to be superficial and money-oriented.
To elaborate, the capitalist system urges individuals to strive for “the good life,” or a life with
“satisfaction of wants as the ultimate goal” (Ott, 2013, p. 737). The pressure to consume and
accumulate, there is little to no distinction between legitimate needs and superficial or
materialistic wants. This leads the capitalist system to become solely driven by possessions over
time, pushing the notion that one can never have enough.
Marx and Engels (1948) believe the need for money in a quantitative sense is what
maintains the modern economic system. In a domino effect, greed drives profits, which drives
innovation and product development, which means there are more choices available for people
who can afford them. Weber (2002) supports this argument, stating that humans are “dominated
by the making of money,” claiming that a self-interested or greedy mentality helps sustain
capitalism (p. 18). With money as motivation, the more one works, the more one can spend.
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Although accumulation of money is the driving force in a capitalist society, business
owners and workers also have other motivations between them. Owners aim for large profits for
the company, resulting in large profits for themselves. Simultaneously, company owners
encourage their employees to work for the good of the company. Workers are encouraged to
believe that the more profit a company has, the more the employees’ profit will be through the
increase of wages and better benefits. Massumi and Aryal (2012) argue that “the capitalist
[business owner] identities with the capitalist structure of society, and the worker becomes
affectively invested in it” (p. 66). Essentially, the worker embodies the pursuit for capital gain.
With business owners and corporations reinforcing the notion that the more labor the
workers provide for the business the better the workers’ lives will be, capitalism becomes an
ideology ingrained into the beliefs and attitudes of the workers. Therefore, the capitalist system
tends to favor those with the “pull yourself up by your bootstraps” mentality. Another core value
of capitalism is that through diligence, perseverance, and loyalty, one will be rewarded with
economic stability, increased wealth, and power (Carlson, 1993; Fishbein, 1988). Supporters of
capitalism suggest that rich people are rich because they work for what they earn, while
impoverished people are impoverished because they do not work as hard (Siegel, 2002). This
belief echoes that of meritocracy, or the belief that the successful deserve their success based on
merit and God’s favor, compared to the unsuccessful who deserve their failures (Talib &
Fitzgerald, 2015). Ultimately, supporters of modern-day capitalism view the world as economic
survival of the fittest (Weber, 2002). However, many take issue with arguments like these,
critiquing the capitalist system for the wealth inequality that capitalism breeds.
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Outcomes of Capitalism
Capitalism has been the economic system in America for more than two centuries. For
about three decades between the 1940s and 1970s, all income levels (i.e., working-class, middleclass, upper-class) experienced similar rates of per capita income growth (Price & Edwards,
2020). In other words, the lower and middle-classes watched their incomes grow at nearly the
same rates as those at the top. In the mid 1970s, the middle-class began to dwindle as the
wealthiest Americans, specifically the top one percent, gained control of majority of the
country’s economic growth. As corporations grew, average Americans saw little to no economic
growth (Price & Edwards, 2020). Burton and Weller (2014) claim that:
Corporate CEOs have enjoyed record levels of compensation and corporations have seen
record profits, as more and more middle-class Americans are experiencing stagnant
wages and vanishing benefits…. In 2004, the average CEO received 240 times more than
the compensation earned by the average worker. In 2002, the ration was 145 to 1. (p. 1)
The authors continue by saying, “CEO compensation packages are often designed with tax
avoidance in mind. By being compensated in ways other than direct salary payments, CEOs can
take advantage of ever lower taxes on capital income compared to income from work” (Burton &
Weller, 2005, p. 2). More recently, “in 2019, the ratio of CEO-to-typical-worker compensation
was 320-to-1” (Mishel & Kandra, 2020, para. 1). It goes without saying that this extreme wealth
inequality begets criticism from scholars and economists.
Critiques of Capitalism
Those who critique capitalism believe that, while the system allows employees the choice
to work and spend, there are significant obstacles to doing so. Karl Marx is one of the most wellknown and influential critics of capitalism, believing that the capitalist system is more oppressive
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than it is liberating (Ackerman, 2014). Marx and Engels (1948) suggest that human labor is the
driving force of capitalism. People sell their time and abilities, also known as labor, for the
creation of commodities. However, the competition within the capitalist economic system is not
limited to just goods and services. The authors argue that “labor produces not only commodities;
it produces itself and the worker as a commodity” (p. 71). Marx and Engels believe that workers
earn wages through selling their own labor; thus, wages earned equate to the worker themselves.
The competition between capitalists, or those who own the means of production (e.g., factories,
land, and corporations) influence the supply and demand of commodities, which in turn,
determines supply, demand, and wages for workers. Capital, or profit, can only increase through
labor, and the more productive capital grows, the more labor and workers are needed to increase
demand for profits. When capital grows rapidly, more competition between capitalists and
workers arises. While increased profits may seem ideal, in the capitalist system, most of the
profits go to the capitalists instead of the workers (Marx & Engels, 1948). Workers’ wages
typically remain low, though low wages are no indication of inferior labor (Weber, 2002).
Continuing, Marx and Engels (1948) suggest that capitalism exploits workers rather than
corporations, who become enriched at the expense of their workers. This creates a society with a
huge wealth gap between social classes, with the bourgeoisie as the elite and powerful, and the
proletariat as the poor workers. Thus, capitalism influences the social and economic relationships
between people, rather than between people and things (Marx & Engels, 1948). Similarly, Berger
(2005) states that everything is shaped by a society’s economic system, which ultimately affects
the ideas that people will have, how people interact with one another, the institutions they will
establish, and more. Berger contends that “capitalism is not only an economic system but also
something that affects attitudes, values, personality types, and culture in general” (p. 47).
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According to Marxist theory, the economic structure is referred to as the base, or the employer
and employee relationship. The base influences the superstructure, or the collective culture,
political and social institutions, and power structures within society (Marx & Engels, 1948).
Expanding on this, Marx (1964) proclaims:
The production of ideas, of conceptions, of consciousness, is at first directly interwoven
with the material activity and the material intercourse of men, the language of real life.
Conceiving, thinking, the mental intercourse of men, appear at this stage as the direct
efflux from their material behavior. The same applies to mental production as expressed
in the language of politics, laws, morality, religion, metaphysics of a people. Men are the
producers of their own conceptions, ideas, etc. – real, active men, as they are conditioned
by the definite development of their productive forces and of the intercourse
corresponding to these, up to its furthest forms. (pp. 74-75)
This quote points to a contradiction and a common critique regarding capitalism. As
aforementioned, capitalism provides individuals the choice or freedom to work and “pull
themselves up by their bootstraps,” or to not work and live in poverty. However, this is an
illusion, as this supposed freedom carries a set of ideas that leaves individuals within the system
as anything but free. As Marx believes that money is our main motivator, he explains in this
quote that capitalism is the starting point for ideas to transfer between humans. He continues to
say, “The ideas of the ruling class are, in every age, the ruling ideas: i.e., the class which is
dominant material force in society is at the same time the dominant intellectual force” (p. 78).
The intellectual force of which Marx speaks is often associated with Gramscian concepts of
hegemony, common sense, and ideology.
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Although these Gramscian concepts will be discussed in depth in the third chapter, it is
crucial to clarify them and how they operate within capitalism here. First of all, Marx’s dominant
intellectual force is considered to be those who hold majority of economic, social, and political
power. Gramsci (1989) calls this group the core, or hegemon, with hegemony being the control
the hegemon has. The hegemon is made up of those who create laws, monitor the economy, and
control those living within the civil society. While the hegemon serves as the leadership for the
general public, citizens tend to follow these laws and status quo policies without hesitation or
second thought, and these universally accepted, and blindly obeyed principles, are what Gramsci
calls common sense. Zompetti (2012) states that “common-sensical beliefs largely frame
ideological perspectives” (p. 5). In other words, ideology and common sense are synonymous
and interchangeable.
Berger (2005) goes on to say that ideology is “any system of logically coherent and
widely applicable sociopolitical beliefs. The ruling class, according to this theory, propagates an
ideology that justifies its status and makes it difficult for ordinary people to recognize that they
are being exploited and victimized” (p. 48). Essentially, Marx is declaring that through
establishing and maintaining economic, political, and cultural power, the ruling class, or the
bourgeoisie, are the ones who control what and how the general public or civil society thinks.
When employers instruct their workers to produce and consume, the base influences a spirit of
consumerism throughout society. The superstructure, in turn, adapts the ideology of capitalism to
procure more materialistic items. The more individuals acquire, the higher in status they will
have within the superstructure (Marx & Engels, 1948). Essentially, the economic structure
impacts social relationships. A small group of elites controlling the beliefs of society creates
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issues for the society, which will be discussed further along with the introduction of Antonio
Gramsci within chapter three.
Representations and Critiques of Capitalism in Media
Because capitalism is such a prevalent force in American society, there are many
representations of capitalism that both reify and critique it in the media. As previously
established, the economic function and ideology of capitalism go unnoticed to average citizens,
meaning that most members of society will not investigate or research capitalism further.
Therefore, media can serve as a valuable tool to show the functions and effects of capitalism.
Younkins (2014) states that “fiction, including novels, plays, and films, can be a powerful force
to educate students and employees in ways that lectures, textbooks, articles, case studies, and
other traditional teaching approaches cannot” (p. ix). Essentially, media can become a medium
for any message.
Helping promote the capitalist ideology, there have been countless media examples that
glorify or celebrate the accumulation of wealth. One example is reality television show Lifestyles
of the Rich and Famous, in which the show’s core message needs little explanation given its title.
Recent research has linked popular shows like Keeping Up with the Kardashians, My Super
Sweet 16, Pimp My Ride, and The Real Housewives series to materialism and consumerism
(Chaput, 2011; Lewallen, Miller, & Behm-Morawitz, 2016). These are only a few examples that
project the image that one can never have enough money or enough possessions. However, there
are examples that demonstrate critiques of capitalism, as well.
As critiques of capitalism have been present as long as the system itself has been in place,
such critiques can be easily found within film and media. Film critic and scholar James Kendrick
(1999) states that “the notion that American mass popular art in general and cinema in particular
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work as a means to support the cultural status quo and keep the capitalist economic system in
motion has been a basic tenet of Marxist theory” (p. 38). Kendrick mentions that director James
Cameron has been known to critique capitalism within his films. Cameron wrote, directed, and
co-produced the notable film about class struggles, Titanic, released in 1997. In the star-crossedlovers story following impoverished, proletariat Jack and elitist, bourgeoise Rose, Cameron’s
capitalist critique becomes evident when Rose decides to leave her wealthy life because she is in
love with Jack. With Rose leaving a well-off lifestyle, her actions symbolize that money and
power are not things that make someone’s life rich, but rather love and happiness. Other
instances of capitalist criticism occur when Jack is a likeable character and Rose’s alternative
romance interest is immediately dislikable, along with Rose’s mother and others within their
social status. In another instance within Titanic, Rose’s alternative love interest attempts to buy
her love with a diamond and sapphire necklace, illustrating that the only way he can express
desire is through money, gifts, and the exchange of power (Kendrick, 1999). Although Titanic
does not inherently deconstruct capitalism, Cameron demonstrates that happiness can be found
outside of capitalism through Rose’s decision to follow her heart. Cameron’s capitalist critiques
can be found in other films of his, including Alien (1979), The Abyss (1989), and Avatar (2009)
(Kendrick, 1999; Loshitzky, 2012). A notable contradiction is Titanic, though critiquing
capitalism, was released inside a capitalist system. Cameron’s Titanic was the first film to profit
over a billion dollars and was the highest grossing film of all time, until Cameron’s Avatar
replaced it in 2010 (Hammond, 2013). This paradox exemplifies how complicated, powerful, and
all-encompassing the capitalist system is.
There are many other examples in film that suggest happiness can be found outside of the
capitalist system. Filmmaker David Lynch has been called “one of the great anti-capitalist
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filmmakers,” as his films “show that capitalism is based on flawed premises about the nature of
enjoyment, and if we continue to adhere to the capitalist system, we do so at the cost of this
enjoyment” (McGowan, 2015, p. 103). McGowan continues to say that most characters in
Lynch’s films seek happiness or enjoyment rather than the accumulation of money. One example
of this is Lynch’s 1986 Blue Velvet, in which the protagonist imagines access to the underworld
and a different way of life as the key to enjoyment and happiness (McGowan, 2015). Parasite,
directed by Bong Joon-ho (2019), is another anti-capitalist film in which “capitalism figures
itself as a dominant force that guides the story’s destructive momentum” (Annis, 2019, p. 3).
British director Duncan Jones has two films, Moon (2009) and Source Code (2011), both sharing
anti-capitalist themes of exploitation, suffering, and resistance (Constable, 2018). For example,
in Moon, clones become incinerated as blood sacrifices to sustain the capitalist industry.
Constable remarks that “the visual metaphor forcefully conveys their complete entrapment
within a system that exploits them as labour while creating and disposing of them as a product”
(p. 427-428). The exploitation of the clones replicates the critique of capitalism that human
bodies become the labor they produce.
One final example of a film containing a capitalist critique is David Fincher’s (1999)
Fight Club, based on the 1996 novel by Chuck Palahniuk. Jordan (2002) states:
Palahniuk dramatizes a situation in which contemporary culture is made responsible for a
crisis in masculinity. However, although Fight Club’s take on its protagonist’s attempt to
resolve this crisis is surely ironic, its logic implies that action is required against the
effects of global capitalism, which should be understood not as emasculating but as
dehumanizing. (p. 368)
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Fight Club utilizes the literary device of irony to critique capitalism. Mentioning this is vital
because Sorry to Bother You is a satirical movie, and satire rests within irony. Irony is when
something happens in the opposite manner of what is expected (Johnson et al., 2010). In the
traditional sense, satire is an ironic and comedic literary form that points fingers at those in
power through actions such as ridicule. It is meant to mock human mistakes or vices, sometimes
with the goal of inspiring or creating change (Condren, 2012; Gring-Pemble & Watson, 2003).
For example, a court jester was the only one who could get away with mocking or teasing a king
because it was all in good fun (Condren, 2012). Satire operates differently than content with
alleged accurate representations because it exaggerates elements of the story to emphasize
different messages, tropes, or morals (Gring-Pemble & Watson, 2003). Satire is widely used in
modern American society and can be a valuable tool to raise important questions about
mainstream frames, narratives, and ideology (Anderson & Kincaid, 2015). When content
creators use satire, there is always the risk that the audience might not be sophisticated or
educated enough to understand the joke or irony, thus leading to potential misinterpretation of
the overall message (Johnson et al., 2015). As will be discussed in chapter four, Sorry to Bother
You exaggerates many details about both capitalism and Whiteness to ensure the audience
understands the film.
Capitalism and Race in America
Another element of capitalism is racial differences, specifically between White and Black
citizens. As I aim to uncover to themes of how capitalism and Whiteness intertwine in this thesis,
it is important to understand how capitalism and race relate to each other in America. As
aforementioned, a capitalist system creates different economic or social classes (i.e., lower-class,
middle-class, upper-class). These classes are typically seen as a hierarchy of status. Brabec
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(2019) echoes this statement, arguing that “capitalism is not just a system of capital
accumulation; it is also a class system in which workers struggle against capitalists, both over
their condition as sellers of labor power and potentially over the existence of the capitalist
system itself” (p. 41). As capitalism exploits the workers, the intersection of capitalism and race
in the United States dates back to slavery. Wood (2015) explains that during slavery, the master
and slave relation was legally recognized as property owner and property, respectively – a
relationship based on force and dependence through the master’s coercion and the slave’s
subjection to that superior force. Essentially, the master is a free person who exploits the slave
because the master believes the slave is naturally inferior. Additionally, Wood claims that “the
relationship between capital and labour is, juridically, a relation between free and equal
individuals, who… share every legal and political right, up to and including full citizenship” (p.
278). If slaves are not free or equal individuals, they are exploited for their labor and excluded
from the capitalist system. Essentially, racial oppression was used as a strategy for capitalists to
control the labor force.
Beyond slavery, racial oppression and racism have impacted Black people within
capitalism. During the Nixon era and his “Southern Strategy,” racial fears of the White workingclass were intentionally used to persuade these citizens to switch their political platforms,
bolstering conservative politics, yet hurting the entire working-class, a large percentage of which
are White (Brabec, 2019). Today, there are still vast discrepancies among Black and White
individuals within the different classes of the capitalist system. To put it simply, race and class
are almost undeniably intertwined, and it is difficult to think of one without the other. People use
class to assume race, and vice versa (Wolpe, 1986). Wolpe argues that the conditions of the
economy are outcomes of the relations and process of the economic system. Because capitalism
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prospers off the exploitation of the working-class, the rate of profit depends on the rate of this
exploitation. Continuing, they suggest that the rate of profit “will be the outcome of political,
economic, and ideological determinants to the extent that, in the struggle for wages, economic
calculation will incorporate considerations of status, gender and race” (Wolpe, 1986, p. 123). In
other words, the process of accumulating capital or wealth is a social process contingent upon
these determinants of power.
Therefore, the capitalist system exploits racial differences to maintain itself. The
persistent argument over race distracts citizens so they do not pay attention to how class
differences are what actual divide the general public. For example, there is significant media
coverage over how the ongoing coronavirus pandemic is impacting marginalized communities.
The news media suggested that Black and marginalized communities were heavily affected by
the coronavirus because of underlying health conditions (Morgan, 2021, para. 12). However,
Wilson (2020) argues that Black communities are more vulnerable to the harmful effects of the
pandemic than White communities due to the deeply rooted economic and social injustices.
Furthermore, they claim that “persistent racial disparities in health status, access to health care,
wealth, employment, wages, housing, income, and poverty all contribute to greater susceptibility
to the virus—both economically and physically” (para. 4). Supporting Wilson’s position, Morgan
(2021) argues that the gap in coronavirus outcomes has been portrayed as racial, when in reality,
it is economic.
Whiteness in America
Racial disparities abound in America. These differences have impacted current cultural,
social, economic, and political institutions since the beginning of the nation. As Olson (2004)
mentions, European ancestors who believe they “settled” the land that is now America
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accomplished this settlement at the expense of people of color. Claiming that White people
settled the country and established American society “implies the denial that a society already
existed; the creation of society requires the intervention of White men, who are thereby
positioned as already sociopolitical beings” (Mills, 1997, p. 13). White men inserted themselves
into a position of control and currently remain in control. Essentially, White people, when they
sought to establish their civilization in America, made the decision that the people who already
resided on the land (largely people of color) were subordinate citizens, characterized as savages
and barbarians. The distinction between the civilized and the savage evolved into a WhiteNonwhite dichotomy, with Whites primarily benefitting from society (Mills, 1997). America’s
origin was created by White people, who developed and established social and political
structures to benefit themselves, ultimately advancing a concept referred to as Whiteness.
An important distinction to make is that Whiteness and being White are not equivalent.
White is a skin color or a socially constructed racial category, while Whiteness functions as an
ideology (Nakayama & Krizek, 1995). As a result of White people establishing American society
and controlling institutions, Whiteness is largely the belief that being White is the natural,
universal, normal, and unquestioned standard for citizenship and personhood. Banjo and
Jennings (2017) suggest that “because representations of dominant groups are generally
ignored… the invisibility of privilege perpetuates the problem of racial construction and racial
injustice” (p. 282). Nakayama and Krizek (1995) echo the idea that Whiteness is invisible to
society, and as a result, dangerous. Like the ideology of capitalism, Whiteness as an ideology
convinces the general public to endorse the idea that White is the normal or natural state of
being. This accepted but fabricated idea that White people are the standard allows Whiteness to
greatly impact American society.
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Whiteness, as Olson (2004) states, is more of a social relation than a genetic inheritance;
namely, it is what a person does and not what a person is. Allen (1994) writes, “When an
emigrant population from ‘multiracial’ Europe goes to North America… and… by constitutional
fiat, incorporates itself as the ‘white race,’ that is no part of genetic evolution. It is rather a
political act: the invention of the ‘white race’” (p. 22). Most scholars agree that there are no
meaningful biological differences between races, thereby indicating that race is a social
construction (Banjo & Jennings, 2017; Chidester, 2008; Mills, 1997; Olson, 2004; “Oppressed
White,” 2019). Although a social construction, race mainly functions as a way to organize people
into separate groups, creating a social order and leading to preferential treatment of one race over
another. Consequently, race cultivates and supports “a system of discrimination, hierarchy, and
power” (Olson, 2004, p. xvii). Considering that White people established institutions in current
American society to benefit themselves, White people remain at the top of racial order and
employ their power to remain on top. Nakayama and Krizek (1995) elaborate on this notion,
arguing that White people negotiate and maintain their White privilege through speech and
images. They state, “White is seen as a non-color… is unmarked… white people only appear
after subtraction… Whiteness is only marked in reverse” (p. 299). The authors clarify by
explaining that:
Within a discursive system of naming oppression, but never the oppressive class, white
can only be a negative, an invisible entity. This characteristic of whiteness is unique to its
discursive construction and must be understood as a part of its power and force. Its
invisibility guarantees its unstratified nature. (p. 299)
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Through exclusionary tactics, such as othering based on skin color and debates over citizenship
rights that disadvantage people of color, race has essentially been used as a form of political
power and domination.
Whiteness in America has allowed for White people to secure and protect privileges in
society (Olson, 2004). These privileges commonly manifest in public, psychological, and
material advantages or benefits. Olson (2004) provides examples such as “the right to join
political parties, access to desired jobs, the ability to compete in an unrestricted market, the
capacity to sit on juries, the right to enjoy public accommodations, and the right to consider
oneself the equal of another” (p. xx). In addition to these privileges, Olson (2004) suggests that
White people are also promised access to land, capital, and markets, granting them a superior
social status compared to people of color. Owning these in a capitalist system secures the ability
for more profit and power. In the context of slavery, many White people have over a 400-year
advantage to owning land, capital, and markets. American society tends to overlook this, which
Mills (1997) argues has created a “baseline [for] the existing color-coding configurations of
wealth, poverty, property, and opportunities” (p. 73). Economically speaking, Whites dominate
most of the world’s capital. Specifically, Mills contends that Whites in the United States have
substantially twelve times as much median net worth as Black people. Elaborating on this, he
states that this “huge disparity in white and black wealth is not remotely contingent, accidental,
fortuitous; it is the direct outcome of American state policy and the collusion with it of the white
citizenry” (p. 38). Overall, the idea that White people benefit from privilege is an American
historical fact.
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Representations and Critiques of Whiteness in Media
Following the supposition that Whiteness is a dominating force throughout American
cultural, social, economic, and political institutions, it is not difficult to imagine the impact it has
on film and other media. Beaudoin (2008) endorses this idea, stating that “the media have
become such an integral part of a nation that the media system reflects the political, historical,
cultural, and economic orientations of that country” (p. 146). For many years, Whiteness has had
immense control over the media, so much so that mainstream media cater almost exclusively to
White audiences (Tukachinsky, 2015). One instance in which Whiteness is infused in film is
through the representations of White people compared to people of color. Critical scholars have
been conducting work that reflects this for many years. The U.S. census reveals that Nonwhite
people construct over half of the births in the country, proper representation of these people is
necessary (Mastro, 2015). However, Erigha (2015) argues that the Hollywood industry has
greatly impacted popular culture, but that racial minority characters are often underrepresented
and based on stereotypical or damaging assumptions of people in these communities. These
negative projections of minorities ultimately perpetuate the dominance of Whiteness in America.
Similarly, Gabriel (1996) suggests that Whiteness promotes this negative presentation of the
marginalized, but Whiteness can also be disassembled through film studies and critiques.
One form of critique occurring in the film industry is the acknowledgement and the
shedding of light on the use of tokenism and token characters. Erigha (2015) claims that it is
common for the film industry to cast minorities as token characters, or characters cast to add to
the pretense of diversity within the medium. Recognizing tokenism and token characters in
media helps uncover the issue of why there is a lack of healthy representation within television
and film. Bozarth (2019) mentions tokenism in their thesis involving Sorry to Bother You, which
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will be discussed in chapter four. Bozarth suggests that Cash is used as a symbol for supposed
social progress in the film’s alternative universe, but this progress is self-serving to the White
elite because it supports integrationist rhetoric (Bozarth, 2019). While Bozarth’s contribution
adds important context to this project and the overall discussion of Whiteness and the film, the
current research aims to explore different terrain on the intersection of class and race.
Another way in which Whiteness can be combatted and disassembled in the film industry
is through pushing for more representation within films and other media. This is based on the
fact that the lack of accurate and substantial representation on and off screen does not reflect the
increasing diversity within American culture. In addition to the actors the audience sees on the
silver screen, Hollywood has been under pressure to include more writers, directors, creators,
and other executives of color (Molina-Guzmán, 2016). In recent years, for example, there has
been discussion about viewers boycotting the Oscars due to a lack of nominated people of color
(Feeney, 2016). Sorry to Bother You addresses this need for greater representation both in front
of and behind the screen by having a predominantly Black cast as well as a Black writer/director,
promising to offer a more honest and sincere representation of Black people. Although Riley’s
(2018) film is satirical, the comedy does not rely on Black stereotypes. The satirical
exaggerations lend themselves toward a critique of capitalism and Whiteness, a refreshing take
beyond the destructive and negative depictions of people of color seen in satirical films before
(Banjo & Jennings, 2017). Considering this, it is imperative to examine Sorry to Bother You.
To summarize, capitalism is an economic system driven by the acquisition of wealth.
Conversely, capitalist values manifest in a powerful ideology that mythically espouses how the
more one works, the more money they will have and the better their life will be. In practice, this
ideology leads to the (perhaps subconscious and intentional) exploitation of the working-class
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and the substantial wealth gap between the social classes, a common focus of critique among
economists and scholars. There are many examples in media that either glorify or critique
capitalism, which are important to mention as Sorry to Bother You is an intentional capitalist
critique. Moreover, Whiteness in America is an invisible ideology that reinforces how being
White is natural, normal, and preferred. This ideology contributes to the deliberate exclusion of
people of color and marginalized communities from social and political institutions, and as a
result, societal power. Additionally, Whiteness is imbued in the media, resulting in the
underrepresentation and lack of accurate portrayals for Black people and people of color. Sorry
to Bother You is predominantly Black, on and off screen, thus combatting Whiteness in the
media by providing a more genuine depiction of Black people.
In modern society, capitalism and Whiteness are intimately related such that it is almost
impossible to separate the two. People can use class status to assume race, and race to assume
class status. While the two concepts are deeply interwoven, it is important to note that capitalism
exploits race to maintain the system and sustain the class divide. In chapter three, I will
investigate the close relationship between capitalism and Whiteness through a deep
understanding of Antonio Gramsci’s concepts. As there is substantial evidence showing how
capitalism and Whiteness intertwine in Sorry to Bother You, using Gramsci as the theoretical
framework will assist me in exploring the portrayals of capitalism, Whiteness, and how they
interact. Gramsci’s concepts will provide a deeper understanding of the film’s messages about
the mutual influence of material and ideological conditions.
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CHAPTER III: THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION AND METHODOLOGY
To reiterate, the focus of this project is to explore the intersection between capitalism and
Whiteness within Riley’s (2018) Sorry to Bother You. Because the film is a satirical commentary
on actual conditions in America, I will explore the exaggerated portrayals of capitalism,
Whiteness, and how they intersect with the goal to understand the film’s messages about the
mutual influence of material and ideological conditions. As stated in chapter two, capitalism and
Whiteness have impacted American society for centuries. White people have established
themselves in dominant positions of economic, social, and political power, leaving Black people
and other marginalized communities at a disadvantage. The damaging ideologies that capitalism
and Whiteness perpetuate impact the representations of Black citizens within society and the film
industry. It is my contention that these types of depictions sustain power imbalances and the
domination of Whiteness in our society; thus, it is important to critique and analyze these kinds
of media texts to understand how they fill this function of domination and oppression. Sorry to
Bother You is unique in that it is a critique of these power imbalances.
Because Sorry to Bother You is a capitalist critique, applying Marxism to elements of the
film may seem like the preferred theoretical framework to use. However, one of the downfalls of
Marxist theory is the assumption that a society’s economic system is the only driving force
between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat. Italian philosopher Antonio Gramsci uses similar
concepts as Marx, including the idea that the ruling class projects an ideology to exploit workers
to keep them from revolting or starting a revolution. Landy (1994) explains that “Gramsci offers
more flexible, less monolithic, and less stratified insights into how the relation of state and civil
society produces forms of consensus and coercion” (p. 2). Because Gramsci builds his arguments
upon the foundations of Marxism to include an economic system as well as other cultural
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identifiers, such as race and Whiteness, Gramsci’s theoretical concepts will be utilized for the
analysis of this thesis.
It should be noted that Gramsci did not specifically discuss racial issues or race in his
writings, though he did examine how different ethnic groups are treated through the
discrimination and poor treatment of Southern Italians (Gramsci, 1989). His work instead
provides concepts that can be applied to analyzing race in power structures (Hall, 1986).
Extending Marxist theory, which postulates that economic class is the single determinant for
social status and power, Gramsci argues that there are layers, levels, or intersections of social
forces that contribute to social frameworks (Hall, 1986, p. 11). As discussed in chapter two,
capitalism, and by extension, race and Whiteness, are common social forces that impact and
perpetuate class divisions.
Gramsci contends that civil societies contain a system of domination and marginalization.
This system is known as hegemony (Gramsci, 1989). The groups or individuals within the
hegemony serving as the agency or figureheads are called the core or hegemon. They wield a
majority of power in the society and typically create laws and monitor the economy for the
people. As the core is the main power source and leadership for the society it governs, the laws it
establishes often go unchallenged, and citizens blindly follow these status quo policies. This
widely accepted, unquestioned, and blindly followed ideology is what Gramsci calls common
sense. It is important to mention that “common-sensical beliefs largely frame ideological
perspectives” (Zompetti, 2012, p. 5). Thus, ideology can be conceptualized as synonymous to
common sense, which is how I will advance its explanation and description.
When the civil society obeys the core’s established common sense, the core’s dominance
in society is sustained and strengthened. Members of the civil society who abide by and entrust
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in the core’s common sense live within the conjectured periphery of the powerful core. An
example of a current American ideology or common sense idea is that hard work will allow one
to have a successful career and financial prosperity. This references the “American Dream”
narrative that capitalism promotes and Whiteness dominates (Carlson, 1993). Additionally, those
with less power who remain on the core’s periphery are referred to as “subaltern” groups
(Gramsci, 1989, p. 53). The subaltern are fed the core’s ideology or common sense, primed to
believe that the core will help them, though it conclusively restricts the subaltern from obtaining
any power for themselves (Gramsci, 1989). Zompetti (2012) suggests that common sense is
meant to entice and coerce the subaltern with the feeling of participation and choice, leading
them ultimately to consent to the hegemony’s continued dominance. Consenting to be governed
by the core, the subaltern repeatedly endorse the hegemony’s common sense.
Similarly, Gramsci (1976) acknowledges an imagined middle-class between the subaltern
and the hegemon called the “gelatinous” middle (p. 238). This group does not share the same
amount of power as the core but is not as marginalized along the peripheral terrain, historically
ebbing and flowing between the two. While Gramsci does not advance this specific definition, it
is important to mention that there are communities between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie.
The gelatinous middle in current American society is often conceptualized as the middle-class, or
people who do not live in poverty but are in no means powerful elites.
Another concept of Gramsci’s is that of good sense. Good sense is the reimagined and
new common sense the subaltern establishes after a revolution against the hegemony (Carroll,
2010; Gramsci, 1989; Green, 2015). Because common sense is the standard or status quo
ideology set and reinforced by the hegemon, good sense is the ideology that subaltern groups
create with the intention to develop a fairer and more equitable society (Gramsci, 1989). The
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subaltern groups and gelatinous middle can foster good sense through education and group
alliance (Gramsci, 1989). Essentially, subaltern groups and the gelatinous middle are capable of
becoming critically self-aware of the injustices imposed upon them from the hegemon’s common
sense, motivating them to transform their conditions in society.
When the subaltern and gelatinous middle become aware of the hegemon’s common
sense and plan to initiate a counter-hegemonic movement to initiate good sense into society, a
war of position takes place. It is here that the movement should plan, organize, and gain strength
as they wait for the opportune moment to attack the hegemony (Gramsci, 1989; Zompetti, 2012).
The actual attack on the hegemon and its common sense is a war of maneuver. A war of
maneuver is most effective when the hegemony’s common sense is fragmented or weakened,
allowing for good sense to infiltrate and take over (Gramsci, 1989; Zompetti, 2012).
Understanding and connecting Gramsci’s theoretical concepts to Sorry to Bother You is
crucial to analyzing the film. As I will explore the intersections of capitalism and Whiteness in
the film through the Gramscian lens in this thesis, having a rich understanding of Gramsci’s
concepts is necessary. In chapter four, how capitalism and Whiteness intertwine will be made
apparent through evaluating the plot, themes and tones, visual details, character portrayals, and
dialogue in Sorry to Bother You.
To begin the analysis process, I will comprehensively watch Sorry to Bother You several
times to look for cues representing capitalism, Whiteness, and Gramscian concepts. For the
central characters, I will focus on how they dress, their living conditions, the way they talk (e.g.,
language patterns, code switching), and the ideas they have and share through conversation. The
verbal and nonverbal cues of each character provide understanding of their intentions,
motivations, and how they fit into the storyline.
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As the film intentionally critiques capitalism, this will be the first theme I examine.
Considering the cues above, I will watch for how the characters are represented and used as
examples of the proletariat and the bourgeoisie. For example, characters who are in an elite
social class may be White, dress fancier, and to have better living conditions. On the other hand,
characters in a lower social class will likely be people of color, dress in more casual and
affordable clothing, and have mediocre living conditions. Although acquisition of money is
capitalism’s primary motivation for all classes, there is potential for alternative attitudes about
money between the characters and economic classes.
Using the same cues above, I will also analyze Sorry to Bother You for representations of
Whiteness. Understanding that code-switching is a common behavior for Black people to deploy,
characters who are people of color will likely adjust their language patterns, especially when
interacting with the elite (Bozarth, 2019). Because Whiteness is a regime of power, it expects
others to adjust to it rather than the other way around. Seeing if the characters of color are
adjusting themselves and their manner of presentation to the White elite will be a way of
determining the messages about Whiteness that are present in the film. As established in chapter
two, Whiteness is also an invisible or unnoticed subject position. Therefore, it is not likely that
White characters will discuss their race because it is unnoticed. On the contrary, Black characters
and other characters of color are more likely to discuss different struggles associated with their
race. Additionally, White characters will likely hold positions of power and fit within the
bourgeois class. White characters may also hold different ideas or attitudes about the capitalist
system than Black characters and other marginalized groups. This will also provide
representations of how capitalism and Whiteness intersect within the film.
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Because capitalism and Whiteness influence each other to determine social groups, I will
use the aforementioned cues to search for representations of Gramsci’s concepts. The hegemony,
or dominant social force will likely manifest as the capitalist structure and Whiteness. The
hegemon, then, will appear as the White character(s) in positions of power who promote and
advocate for the common sense. This will likely be a message promoting capitalist and
Whiteness ideals to the subaltern class. Because of the interconnectedness of capitalism and race,
I anticipate that Black characters and other characters of color will comprise the subaltern
groups. Characters who will represent the gelatinous middle will likely be White, though it is
possible to see a few token characters within this social class. Additionally, one or more
members of the subaltern will hold and foster the good sense, an ideology that combats
capitalism and Whiteness. If the plot of Sorry to Bother You contains any form of resistance or
revolution to represent a war of position and/or war of maneuver, subaltern group members are
the ones who will be conducting the actions to revolt against the hegemony in such a manner.
As the film is satirical, character names may also symbolize hidden meanings or
messages. Furthermore, any exaggerations within any aspect of the film will be considered and
analyzed mentioned for clarity of the satirical content. I will know that content is satirical when
it points to human vices and mistakes, or places blame on those in power through hyperbole or
understatement. Using a Gramscian lens to analyze Sorry to Bother You’s capitalist and
Whiteness representations through the plot, themes and tones, visual details, character portrayals,
and dialogue will reveal the relationship between material conditions and ideological conditions,
aiding in bodies of literature for capitalism, Whiteness, and Gramsci. Taking these elements of
the film together, I will be able to assess their collective meanings conveyed by the film and its
overall message about the relationship between capitalism and Whiteness in our modern society.
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CHAPTER IV: ANALYSIS
Within the film, Sorry to Bother You, there are many instances when capitalism and
Whiteness are represented through the plot, themes and tones, visual details, character portrayals,
and dialogue. To wholly demonstrate how capitalist and Whiteness representations align with
Gramsci’s theoretical framework and concepts, I will analyze the film in the pages below. I will
start with a detailed summary of the main events in the film. There are different cues gathered
from numerous comprehensive viewings of the film denoting capitalism, Whiteness, and
Gramscian concepts. Providing specific examples, I will subsequently explore the
representations and critiques of capitalism and Whiteness within Sorry to Bother You, aligning
Gramscian concepts with different characters or events that take place. Keeping in mind that the
film is a satire, I will explore the exaggerated portrayals of capitalism, Whiteness, and how they
interact. By completing this analysis, I hope to understand Sorry to Bother You’s messages about
the mutual influence of material and ideological conditions, adding to the bodies of scholarship
surrounding film, capitalism, Whiteness, and Gramsci.
Sorry to Bother You Summary
The plot of the film focuses on Cassius “Cash” Green (played by Lakeith Stanfield), a
financially struggling, young, Black man who lives in his uncle’s (played by Terry Cruz) garage.
Needing money to pay for rent, Cash acquires a telemarketing job selling encyclopedias at a
company called Regal View. Meanwhile, another coworker of Cash’s, Squeeze (played by
Steven Yeun), is organizing a union. Cash initially participates in the strike through a short work
stoppage, the purpose of which is to bring employee demands for higher pay and benefits to
management. His activist and artist girlfriend Detroit (played by Tessa Thompson) and best
friend Salvador (played by Jermaine Fowler) join in this union demonstration, as they are also
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telemarketers for Regal View. However, through using what he calls his “White voice,” Cash
rapidly increases his sales, and he advances through promotion to a coveted “Power Caller”
position. From here, he moves up the corporate ladder and ends his participation in his old
coworkers and friends’ evolving strike. Accepting the Power Caller position, he physically and
symbolically moves away from his friends, all who are uncomfortable with Cash’s “White
voice” and his new emergence as a Black man in White-dominated spaces.
As a Power Caller, instead of selling encyclopedias, he is now making million-dollar
sales of military hardware and contracting slave labor to Regal View’s biggest client, Worry
Free. Worry Free is “a company that signs people to lifetime work contracts in exchange for free
room and board” (Collum, 2018, p. 39). Worry Free, whose marketing is seen everywhere in the
background of the film, represents how in this alternative movie universe Americans are
desperate enough to volunteer for slave labor because of the lowered wages and poor economy.
The CEO of Worry Free, Steve Lift (played by Armie Hammer), takes notice of Cash’s ability to
successfully make these significant sales and invites Cash to a party at his house. At this party,
Cash and the only other Black Power Caller, Mr. ___ (played by Omari Hardwick), are the only
two people of color. Throughout the film, Mr. ___’s name is bleeped over, hence the blank space
to indicate that his identity is unknown to the audience. Several times during the party, Lift puts
Cash on the spot to discuss his life and hobbies, expecting Cash to participate and brag about
stereotypical elements of Black culture. Cash awkwardly succumbs to Lift’s peer pressure,
gaining his approval.
As the party slows down, Lift invites Cash to his office and the two sniff a drug-like
white powder. Lift attempts to recruit Cash for a classified project involving genetic
manipulation to create human-horse hybrids to maximize labor output and create employees who
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will “hopefully complain less” (Riley, 2018). Most importantly, Lift attempts to persuade Cash
to become one of these “Equisapiens,” specifically the leader of them. Impressed with Cash’s
sales abilities, Lift urges Cash to become the “Equisapien Martin Luther King Jr.” for the “horse
people,” offering him $100,000,000 and the formula to change him back for a five-year contract
(Riley, 2018). Cash would present as the figurehead for the Equisapiens while secretly working
for Lift and Worry Free, ultimately preventing them from overtaking the company.
Cash is repulsed by this violation of human rights and publicly shares a video of these
Equisapiens, only to find that politicians and representatives are overjoyed that Worry Free has
created a way for cheaper and faster labor. An undetermined amount of time passes as Cash quits
Worry Free and Regal View, seemingly returning to the life he had at the beginning of the film.
The screen cuts to black, and then reopens with scenes of revolt and revolution from escaped
Equisapiens. It is revealed that the white powder Cash inhaled at Lift’s party was the formula to
turn him into this human-horse hybrid. The film ends with Cash as an Equisapien leading his
fellow hybrids to Lift’s house, breaking in with the greeting, “Sorry to bother you” (Riley, 2018).
Granted, Sorry to Bother You is a satirical film, though Cash realizes through his own trials and
tribulations that the capitalist system and White dominance within it should be exposed.
Representations and Critiques of Capitalism in Sorry to Bother You
Sorry to Bother You is an intentional capitalist critique, thus there are plentiful examples
of capitalism from the film to discuss. Major events take place that exemplify how capitalism
functions both as an economic system and as an ideology. Because Sorry to Bother You is also
satirical, the capitalist representations throughout the film can exemplify the flaws or
contradictions within the capitalist system. There are many separate plot points, visual details,
character portrayals, and other cues that address and critique capitalism.
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Major Representations of Capitalism
This film is intended to be a capitalist critique, evident through the stark differences
between the telemarketer and Power Caller positions at Regal View, Worry Free’s contracted
lifetime work scheme, and the celebrated success of human genome mutation for more efficient
labor. In fact, the entire structure of the Regal View company is meant to exemplify this
American Dream narrative, shown through the idea that the telemarketers can work hard enough
to become a Power Caller. The telemarketing managers state that becoming a Power Caller is
extremely rare and almost unheard of, exemplifying how becoming a wealthy elite through hard
work in the capitalist system is also rare, and most workers will remain within the same social
class within their lifetime. The Power Callers operate in a prestigious office on the top floor of
the Regal View building, only accessible through an elevator with a comically long password.
This represents how inaccessible working one’s way up actually is.
As the messages within the film convey real-world capitalism, the film suggests that there
is a vast chasm between the social classes in America. More specifically, the structure and details
of Regal View epitomize that American culture treats people in different social classes as though
they are different kinds of people entirely. The working-class are simply called telemarketers,
while the higher-ups are given the grand title of a Power Caller. Because the Power Caller’s
office is at the top of the building, the company name of Regal View symbolizes how elites in a
capitalist system are seemingly on top of the world with a view worthy of royalty. The
telemarketers are places literally below the ground, signifying how the working-class in America
is thought of and treated like dirt. At the same time, Power Callers are not the highest level of
worker at Regal View, as evident in that they are still employed by “management” to make their
sales (Riley, 2018). However, the Power Caller boss(es) and management are only mentioned
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and never shown. Riley’s choice not to show the boss(es) could be a deliberate one to hint that
moving from working-class to middle-class is the only foreseeable and achievable aspiration.
This indicates that supreme wealth in the capitalist system is often hidden.
Additionally, the slogan to “stick to the script” is heavily displayed throughout the
telemarketer office (a cluttered and dreary basement with a broken snack machine) and is
promoted as the only way to become a Power Caller. This slogan is an example of Gramsci’s
concept of common sense within Sorry to Bother You (1989; Riley, 2018). In the film, it is
mentioned that this slogan is passed down from corporate, indicating that the powerful elites, or
hegemon, are the ones who provide this ideology to the subaltern. Just as the telemarketers are
expected to stick to the script on the phone, they are also expected to simply follow the rules of
their socially prescribed, working-class roles.
In Sorry to Bother You, the subaltern are the Regal View telemarketers, including Cash
(before he becomes a Power Caller), Detroit, Salvador, and Squeeze. They are seen wearing
unkempt clothing that is wrinkly, holey, and ill-fitting to reflect their status as the working-class.
These characters often discuss their financial problems, mentioning they are “just out here
surviving” (Riley, 2018). Often meeting at a local dive bar, these characters talk about how
unfair the Regal View system is as their paychecks do not cover their living expenses. At this
time, Cash, Detroit, Salvador, and Squeeze all hold the ideology that capitalism is not a system
that benefits all, though Cash somewhat believes that sticking to the script could help him
become a Power Caller.
Squeeze takes issue with becoming a Power Caller and calls it a scam. He elaborates to
say, “If you work hard enough as a fry cook, maybe you can become a manager, or if you twirl
that sign [Detroit is also employed as a sign twirler] really well then maybe you can twirl a larger
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sign on a more glamorous corner” (Riley, 2018). Squeeze does not believe that becoming a
Power Caller will solve financial issues, as only the one promoted receives higher pay. In this
sense, Squeeze is directly critiquing the capitalist system. By wanting everyone to be paid,
Squeeze endorses Marx and Gramsci’s belief that sole access to the means of production and
sole, individual wealth exploits lower-class workers. Through this criticism of the economy and
his job, Squeeze is a driving force toward other characters challenging common sense and
establishing good sense. Additionally, by discussing plans for a union strike and work stoppage,
Squeeze becomes an exemplar for Gramsci’s concept of war of position (Gramsci, 1989).
The telemarketer’s strike is a phenomenal example of how Gramsci’s (1989) concept of
good sense can be adapted and acted upon. Squeeze, the main organizer for the strike, motivates
the telemarketers before the first work stoppage by saying, “We fight. Because we make the
profits, and they don’t share. If we’re going to give them our day, we need to have enough to
cover our basic necessities. Human decency!” (Riley, 2018). The telemarketers’ declaration of
needs represents the realization that they are being exploited by Regal View and the capitalist
system, demanding more equity in the process. Because the subaltern know they are being
exploited and taken advantage of, the strike is an example of Gramsci’s (1989) war of position
because they show they are aware of the hegemony’s injustice and plan to act. In addition to the
ongoing strike performed by Regal View telemarketers, toward the end of Sorry to Bother You,
there are hints of a revolution involving the genetically modified Equisapiens. Cash leads this
revolution with an equal and just ideology, this being evidence of the creation and
implementation of good sense in this alternative universe. The Equisapien revolution hints at the
final Gramscian theoretical concepts: the war of maneuver.
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Another example of a capitalist critique in Sorry to Bother You is the entire notion of the
Worry Free company and the creation of Equisapiens. Signifying real-life capitalism, Worry Free
represents the capitalist belief that capital brings power; thus, profits are the ultimate motive.
Primarily driven by money, those with excessive profits and power do what they can to maintain
their wealth and status. Because capitalism fosters an individualistic mindset, the bourgeoisie
feel no responsibility to care for the proletariat, as it would compromise their total capital and
power (Marx & Engels, 1948).
The idea that people are so impoverished that they would volunteer for slavery, quite
literally working until death, in exchange for housing is difficult to refute as a clear critique on
capitalism. Cash’s uncle, who is months behind on rent and is considering working for Worry
Free as a contracted laborer, is an example of a subaltern character. The Worry Free employees
are also among the subaltern. In one instance, Cash is flipping through channels and watches an
interview of a Worry Free worker explaining that the living and working conditions are
horrendous and contradict what Worry Free advertises, which is almost expected. The Worry
Free workers wear the same uniform, are forced to share beds, are fed unappetizing slop-like
meals, and are locked into their rooms at night. As a result, Worry Free also illustrates that
struggling within a capitalist system dehumanizes the ones who are struggling.
Scholars note that mass media and advertising have always been used as tools to promote
capitalism and to deter the public from paying attention to politics (Behm-Morawitz, Miller, &
Lewallen, 2018; Berger, 2005; Carlson, 1993). Specifically, “the historical role of mass media
has always been to promote values that dominate society… the mass media are financed by the
business establishment, which rests on assumptions of capitalism, and contributes to the
maintenance of that system” (Carlson, 1993, p. 243). The ads for Worry Free show people
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smiling and showing off their situation, but the messages are usually negative or vaguely
threatening. One billboard in particular has the message, “If you lived here, you’d be at work
already!” written next to the Worry Free logo (Riley, 2018). Serving not only as recruitment
tools for slave labor, the advertisements also present a false reality for what it is like to live
within Lift’s Worry Free environment, and thus, the capitalist system. The Worry Free laborers
have to present themselves as though they are happy and well-cared for when the truth is entirely
opposite. This shows additional exploitation of the lower-class to benefit the elite, as Lift is the
one who profits from the recruitment.
Lift, whose name is meant to show that he is higher [in status] than everyone else, strives
to make labor as cheap and efficient as he can. Thus, he is willing to chemically alter human
biology to make humans “stronger, more obedient, more durable, and therefore more efficient
and profitable” (Riley, 2018). Explaining this plan to Cash, Lift acts as though this endeavor is
completely normal and exciting. Lift, being a White man and a member of the hegemon in Sorry
to Bother You, holds strong capitalist values. He believes that what he is doing is justified and
should be celebrated. Actually, when Cash tries to expose Lift for his Equisapiens, government
officials and elites praise Lift for his innovation; giving thus, the film gives support to the notion
that the hegemon are self-interested and exploit workers (Gramsci, 1989; Marx & Engels, 1948).
The plot surrounding Worry Free and the Equisapiens distinctly critiques capitalism and
capitalist values.
Supplementary Representations of Capitalism
Regal View, Worry Free, and the creation of Equisapiens represent obvious critiques of
the functions of capitalism as an economic system and an ideology. However, there are
numerous other representations of capitalism, its flaws, and how it can be critically analyzed in
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Sorry to Bother You. The character Squeeze illustrates how capitalism as both a functioning
economic system and ideology can be combatted. When Cash, Detroit, and Salvador begin
working for Regal View, they meet Squeeze. As previously mentioned, Squeeze serves as the
character who establishes good sense and creates an opportunity for a war of position. It is
mentioned in Sorry to Bother You that Squeeze goes around to different companies helping the
workers unionize and obtain rights from their employers (Riley, 2018). Considering satire, Riley
could be using Squeeze’s character to show that people have to go to extremes to resist
capitalism, as Squeeze mentions that this is essentially what he does. In this sense, the existence
of Squeeze’s character indicates that the capitalist system has ongoing inequalities that require
continuous intervention and collective action. Squeeze resists capitalism and its ideologies by
educating the working-class about how elites are exploiting them for their labor by denying them
pay and benefits. He leaves each company after their strikes are successful, showing that his
form of resistance against capitalism works. In addition, because he is focused on liberating the
working-class rather than pursuing his own acquisition of wealth, he combats the capitalist
ideology. However, there is no explanation of his name. Personally, I picture him as “squeezing”
money out of the corporations.
At his core, Squeeze seems like the perfect example of how capitalism can be challenged.
However, at one point in the film, Squeeze tells Cash that he cannot blame people for ignoring
the evils of Worry Free. He tells Cash that the people notice that Worry Free is a problem, but
that they feel too powerless to do anything. Specifically, he says, “If you get shown a problem,
but don’t see a way you can have control over it – you just decide to get used to the problem”
(Riley, 2018). Essentially, the problem of capitalism is so big and dynamic that even
acknowledging it does not feel like a choice, so people’s priorities turn to finding as much peace
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of mind as possible within the system. Because Squeeze’s actions directly confront and contest
capitalism, Riley’s choice to give Squeeze this added layer of complexity helps explain, in
relation to real-world capitalism, that complying with the hegemony can be, and often is, simply
easier. Resisting capitalism, either through activism, protest, or refusal to work can be risky. The
system is designed so that the majority of people have to use their labor to survive because
everything costs money. While this exchange is sincere and genuine because Squeeze offers
Cash comfort after nobody does anything to prevent Lift from creating Equisapiens, the film is
also a satire. The satirical exaggeration of the Equisapiens brings attention to how much
exploitation Americans are willing to overlook within our own capitalist system.
Through her actions and apparel, Cash’s girlfriend Detroit represents an anti-capitalist
theme to Sorry to Bother You. Detroit is first and foremost an artist. She holds several day jobs
such as sign twirling and telemarketing at Regal View to pay her bills, but she is ultimately
invested in her art. Because her motivations are creative pursuits instead of financial, this alone
is an example of how Detroit challenges the capitalist ideals in the film. Detroit is also a member
of the Red Eye Faction, an anarchist organization that protests Worry Free. With her talent as an
artist, she produces different graffiti pieces that point out the flaws and inequality within
capitalism, specifically targeting Worry Free and Lift. For example, she paints “Worry: Slavery
at work” over a Worry Free advertisement that originally read, “Worry Free: If you lived here,
you’d already be at work” (Riley, 2018).
In the film, there is never any indication that her graffiti work reaches the attention of the
elite. Because of this, I cannot tell if she is successful in this form of protest. However, she
always smiles when she looks at it, indicating that she feels empowered by her work.
Additionally, Detroit creates a life-size papier mâché statue of Lift committing bestiality with a
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horse. Attached to the horse is a sign that read, “Worry Free is turning workers into horses”
(Riley, 2018). This statue appears before Cash goes public with the video of Equisapiens. In one
scene, a group of people are gathered around the statue discussing the meaning behind it. Detroit
walks up to the group, excited to see that this piece is generating conversation and questions
about Worry Free. In this piece specifically, Detroit’s resistance to capitalism is successful.
In addition to her anarchist work, Detroit also wears multiple pairs of earrings that show
anti-capitalist messages. During the work stoppage, she sports a pair of sparkly, pink, and purple
penis earrings to signify that the Regal View management can “suck it.” Another pair of earrings
have the message of “Murder, Murder, Murder/Kill, Kill, Kill” (Riley, 2018). These earrings are
shown through an extreme close up directly after a scene when the audience is introduced to the
Worry Free company for the first time. The earrings amplify that Worry Free is actually deadly
to those who are contracted to work there. Every time she wears a pair of statement earrings, a
central character comments on them or compliments them. Because they generate discussion,
Detroit’s earrings are a successful tool of resistance to capitalism, but on a personal level.
One satirical and heavily exaggerated example of how capitalism is portrayed in the film
is through a popular gameshow called I Got the Shit Kicked Out of Me (Riley, 2018). The
premise of the show is exactly as how it is titled. People in this alternate reality are willing to be
physically assaulted on television for money, showing how desperate some are for any bit of
cash. It is mentioned in the film that this show reaches viewership upwards of 150 million. To
reiterate, Sorry to Bother You is meant to comment on actual American society and conditions,
urging the audience to reflect on the truths revealed in the film. The existence and high
viewership of this gameshow suggest straightforwardly that Americans need money. This
gameshow also suggests that Americans are desensitized to violence; shows like Worldstar,
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Total Wipeout, and American Gladiator signify that Americans enjoy watching violent content
or depictions of people experiencing pain and injury for entertainment value.
Representations and Critiques of Whiteness in Sorry to Bother You
Sorry to Bother You was written and directed by a Black man, a scarcity in which already
challenges the dominance of Whiteness in film and media. Additionally, most of the main cast is
Black or from another marginalized ethnic group. The characters and their personalities,
identities, and passions are nowhere near stereotypical or tokenized. They are dynamic and
interesting, altogether helping push forward a vivacious and spirited understanding of the Black
experience, though being Black is not a monolithic experience. Through visual elements and
details of the film, the audience receives a more honest and sincere representation of Black
people in addition to the satirical components of Riley’s vision and capitalist critique. In the film,
Whiteness is challenged not only by the narrative and plot, but by the director’s influence of
casting, visuals, and extended metaphors. It is multi-layered, making it stand out from other films
that cover similar issues. This is one of many reasons why it is imperative to further analyze the
representations of Whiteness in Sorry to Bother You.
Major Representations of Whiteness
Although Whiteness is not stated as Riley (2018)’s intentional focus of critique
throughout the film, Sorry to Bother You is replete with different ways that racial relations and
Whiteness are challenged in society. Cash’s friends mention that Cash is only “kind of Black”
because he speaks with proper diction (Riley, 2018). This is important to note because
throughout the film, Cash’s identity as a Black man is observed and often compromised to
adhere to Whiteness. Cash becomes a Power Caller only after using his “White voice,” as this
tool allows him to pass as White enough to enter a predominantly White space as a Black man.
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As aforementioned, the “White voice” is described as how White people wish they could sound
or how they feel they should sound. The coworker who tells Cash to use his “White voice” also
suggests to Cash that he make the distinction not to sound like Will Smith, or a proper, friendly
Black man, but rather as though he does not have a care in the world, as though they are actually
worry free (Riley, 2018).
This description of how this character thinks White people should sound influences the
way the audience perceives White people and Black people. The film promotes a contrast
between the lived realities in that White people do not have to worry about paying their bills, but
Black people do. Additionally, within the film, sounding Black on the phone is undesirable.
While Sorry to Bother You is a satire and the entire concept of a “White voice” is intended to be
comedic, this may leave a negative impact on the audience as it reinforces the idea that
Whiteness is to be sought after. Conversely, mentioning how White people think they sound
could reinforce the notion that Whiteness is an invisible force within American society, that even
White people need to perform to accommodate the presumed standard of being. In this sense,
using a “White voice” is an apparent critique on the impact of Whiteness in America.
Similarly, Worry Free’s CEO, Lift, is amazed by Cash’s ability to succeed in the Whitedominated industry of being a Power Caller. This exemplifies that Lift embraces Whiteness as an
ideology (Nakayama & Krizek, 1995). One instance in which Whiteness was amplified was
during Lift’s party. Lift coerces and pressures Cash to execute behavior that aligns with
stereotypical Blackness and being Black, showing how disconnected Lift is from authentic Black
experiences and people. Whether intentional or not, Lift makes Black culture a spectacle to be
surveilled by Whites. Being extremely rich, a capitalist, and a White man, Lift represents the
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ultimate hegemon. Because of this, Cash finds it difficult to refuse discussing these topics and is
coaxed into using his Blackness as a performance.
Performing one’s Blackness is not a recent phenomenon. Calmore (2005) suggests social
structures enable or constrain individuals. He continues by arguing that Black performance is
primarily fueled through this enabled opportunity to challenge and contest the social structures
that restrict freedoms. While gaining access to restricted social structures furthers agency, this
access is “not autonomous or transcendent” (Calmore, 2005, p. 110). In other words, Black
people have to keep performing different aspects of their Blackness against their will to enter
different social structures or groups. Cash performs being White to enter the corporate world as a
Power Caller, but then has to perform being Black to enter Lift’s social world. By alternating his
identity to please others, Riley points to the irony of Cash’s situation.
Sitting in the middle of a room with all other party guests surrounding him, Cash is made
to talk about “Oakland gangsta’ shit,” though he states that he has no experience with gangs or
violence. Cash is also forced to attempt rapping for a room full of White people even though he
repeatedly says he does not want to and is not a skilled rapper. Cash’s rap quickly flops and the
room is essentially quiet until he starts repeating “n*gga shit” on beat. Lift’s guests begin to sing
along, enthusiastically repeating the N-word despite that all of them are White people (Riley,
2018). Here, the subtext of the scene becomes the context as Cash is othered for his Blackness.
Though Cash earns approval from Lift for his rapping production, this ultimately brings attention
to the fact that Cash is an outsider, or a token, in his work and new social circle.
Bozarth (2019) mentions tokenism in his thesis involving Sorry to Bother You,
mentioning that Cash and his White-voice-using mentor Mr. ___ (dubbed by Patton Oswalt),
serve as token Black people for the Power Callers and when Cash meets the Worry Free CEO at
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his house for a party. Bozarth (2019) claims that Cash’s tokenism supports his corporate success
as a Black male in the White-dominated industry, but that he joins the White world at a cost. At
this point in the film, Cash is still charmed by the excessive money he makes but has lost his
friends and ties to his Black identity in the process. Tokenism in film and other media, when
done by White directors, can be damaging and often goes unnoticed. However, in Sorry to
Bother You, while Cash serves as a token Black man in his work environment and temporary
social circle, he is supposed to. The contrast between him and other Power Callers and party
guests is meant to call attention to this disparity, as the film is incredibly successful with
challenging notions of Whiteness.
Supplementary Representations of Whiteness
While using a “White voice” is the strongest representation of how Whiteness is critiqued
in Sorry to Bother You, there are other examples within the film. Similar to how she represents
critiques of capitalism, Detroit also challenges Whiteness. She exclaims that her parents wanted
her “to have an American name;” her name refers to the city in Michigan, which has the highest
Black population in America (IndexMundi, n.d..; Riley, 2018). This is not a coincidence, as her
character makes style and fashion choices to stand out as a strong, Black, feminist. She wears her
hair in natural curls and often sports politically motivated t-shirts with messages such as “The
future is female ejaculation” (Riley, 2018).
Like how she critiques capitalism through her earrings, she has pairs that bring attention
to the issues of Whiteness in society. Specifically, Detroit wears a pair of earrings that read
“Bury the Rag/Deep in Your Face” (Riley, 2018). These are song lyrics from “The Lonesome
Death of Hattie Carroll” by Bob Dylan. This song describes the death of a Black barmaid who
was killed by a rich farmer in 1963. The farmer’s jail sentence was only for six months,
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providing an example of Whiteness and White privilege in America (Wilson, 2018). Another
pair of Detroit’s earrings are gold plated figures of a man strapped to an electric chair. While
these could represent Detroit’s opposition to the death sentence in general, they immediately
made me think of the mass incarceration problem in America, where Black people are six times
more likely to be incarcerated than White people (Tucker, 2016).
Another example of how Whiteness is critiqued in Sorry to Bother You is through the
Worry Free advertisements. Berger (2005) claims that “in order to sell goods, advertising has to
change attitudes, lifestyles, customs, habits, and preferences while at the same time maintaining
the economic system that benefits from these changes” (p. 57). Relating to the film, the
cinematic universe Cash lives in appears to completely value capitalism in the economic as well
as political and cultural spheres. In another Worry Free billboard, a Black man is sitting on a
couch with a cigarette in his mouth, and a television remote and beer in each hand. The message
written is, “Show the world you are a responsible babydaddy” (Riley, 2018). As Worry Free is
contracted labor, this advertisement tells the public that one must work to have value within the
family, indicating that the economic system in place impacts the attitude one can obtain about
their own image or identity. Additionally, by using a Black man and the word “babydaddy” (a
word associated with African American Vernacular English) in their advertisement, Worry Free
is targeting Black men in society, which is one minor way in which Sorry to Bother You employs
the concept of Whiteness. Because the film is satirical, this advertisement is intended to portray
Black men in a negative light due to the stereotype that Black men are absent or bad fathers
(Banjo & Jennings, 2017). Ironically, if Black men went to work for Worry Free, they would
become absent fathers because Worry Free does not allow their workers leave.
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The Intersection of Capitalism and Whiteness in Sorry to Bother You
Sorry to Bother You is rife with representations of capitalism and Whiteness. Elements of
the plot, theme and tone, visual elements, character portrayals, and dialogue show different and
unique cues that critique capitalism’s economic structure, ideology, and Whiteness. With this in
mind, there are also several examples where capitalism and Whiteness intertwine, demonstrating
the intimate and complex relationship between the two. Two examples in the film specifically
represent this link, being a viral meme and Detroit’s art show. Additionally, Cash’s overall
journey throughout Sorry to Bother You is the primary embodiment of how capitalism and
Whiteness intersect.
Supplementary Representations of Capitalism and Whiteness
As previously mentioned, there are two instances in Sorry to Bother You when critiques
of capitalism and Whiteness are both present. The first occurs as a viral meme in this alternate
movie universe. During a Regal View protest, the telemarketers attempt to block the Regal View
doors to prevent the Power Callers from entering, and thus, making any more sales for Worry
Free. Cash is a Power Caller at this time, and in his attempt to walk through the group of
protesters, he gets hit in the head by a cola can that was thrown at him. The woman who threw
the can exclaims, “Have a soda and smile, bitch” (Riley, 2018). This gets caught on video,
resulting in Cash being hit in the head by a cola turning into a viral meme.
This meme becomes a sensation. News outlets play the video, Halloween costumes of a
can in Cash’s hair are produced, and the White woman who threw the can becomes very famous.
She is interviewed on talk shows and even becomes the spokesperson for the cola company,
using the slogan of “have a soda and smile, bitch.” These events happen rapidly in the film, and
this accelerated timeline not only shifts public focus from the protest to the meme but is also a
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satirical exaggeration on how the hegemony can so easily distract the general public with
different messages. Additionally, this demonstrates how anyone can become a sellout in the
capitalist system, as the protestor becomes a part of what she was originally protesting after
receiving endorsements and fame.
This same series of events also challenges racial and Whiteness ideologies. Cash
becomes a literal costume as children walk around wearing wigs that resemble his afro. Looking
deeper, the White woman chooses to throw a soda can at Cash, a Black man who is trying to
make it in the racially biased capitalist system. Riley emphasizes that the capitalist system
benefits the White woman more than Cash by having her become incredibly wealthy and famous
through the exploitation of Cash. One news anchor even notes that the woman made enough
money off of the meme to “buy two white children” (Riley, 2018). This strange and specific
indicator of wealth further points to how White people are quite literally worth more than Black
people in the film.
Though Sorry to Bother You was written years before its release, this cola can is a
satirical parallel to the Kendall Jenner Pepsi ad from 2017. In this ad, reality television star and
supermodel Jenner opens up a Pepsi can in the middle of a photo shoot but does not take a sip.
As she holds the can, a march for Black Lives Matter passes by her, and she is invited to join
through a nod from one of the protestors. Jenner begins marching front and center, eventually
standing directly across from a group of militarized police officers who were marching toward
the Black Lives Matter group. Jenner walks up to an officer, offering him the Pepsi can she was
holding the entire time. The officer accepts the soda, and the two groups of marchers begin to
socialize and laugh, appearing to have solved their differences (Rodriguez & Seri, 2018). By
having wealthy, White, and privileged Jenner seemingly end the active protest, this
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advertisement uses Jenner as a White savior, ignores the issue of police brutality, and trivializes
the Black Lives Matter movement, all while Jenner profits off of the advertisement. In Sorry to
Bother You, a Black man is exploited while a White woman is removed from the labor force as a
direct result from his exploitation, while in the meantime, issues of inequality are overlooked.
On the same day that Cash is hit with the soda, Detroit holds the showcase for her art.
Detroit’s art and art show are another plot point in which capitalism and Whiteness intersect and
are critiqued. Detroit’s art for her art exhibit is centralized on Africa. She explains to Cash that
she “wanted to talk about a life shaped by exploitation. About fighting for a say in our lives.
About how beauty, love, and laughter thrive and flourish under almost any circumstances… how
capitalism basically started by stealing labor from Africans” (Riley, 2018). Explicitly mentioning
capitalism and exploitation, connecting Detroit’s art to a capitalist critique is not difficult. By
connecting Africa, and by extension, Black people, to capitalism, Detroit’s art magnifies the
interconnectedness between capitalism and Whiteness, deliberately highlighting the exploitation.
However, Detroit’s art show has a different impact than the explanation of her art. To
reiterate, Whiteness posits that others should acclimate themselves to fit within its standards.
Proving this to be true, Detroit speaks with her very own “White voice” (dubbed by Lily James),
wears a crisp white suit, and her hair slicked back, all of which are stark differences to the
colorful, political clothing and natural curls she usually wears. Her appearance for her art show is
hypocritical, as she has often reprimanded Cash for changing his appearance and using his
“White voice” to get ahead as a Power Caller. Instead of pointing this out at her show, Cash
initially congratulates her.
During her exhibit, Detroit does an interesting live performance where she repeatedly
recites an absurd quote from the 1985 movie The Last Dragon. As she recites the quote, the
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audience is encouraged to throw used cell phones, old bullet casings, and water balloons full of
sheep’s blood at her. Cash is confused by her performance and asks her to stop, and she remarks,
“You of all people should understand. Stick to the script, right?” (Riley, 2018). Detroit’s entire
showcase shows the complicated relationship between capitalism and Whiteness. Her physical
art is focused on Africa, love, and how capitalism started with the exploitation of her ancestors.
Yet, her art, focused on exploitation of Blacks, is sold for profit while she attempts to present
herself as Whiter. Her absurd performance is entirely satirical.
To reiterate, satire is used to point fingers and place blame on those in power (Condren,
2012). However, Detroit is not a character in a position of power. She is Black, female, and
working-class. It seems as though Detroit compromises her activist and anarchist values through
conformity of appealing to the status quo or “stick to the script” common sense. She changes her
appearance and language patterns through a “White voice” in the pursuit of having a successful
art show, insinuating as though she has co-opted herself into this paradigm of paradoxical
behavior and ideologies (Nakayama & Krizek, 1995). However, Detroit seems to be okay with
giving an inauthentic performance, as this deception is part of her hustle. Bringing attention to
this, Riley (2018) is seemingly blaming this marginalized character for upholding and supporting
the system. Because satire is such a complex literary form, the audience may then view Detroit
as a sellout, as she appears to compromise her integrity and anti-capitalist and anti-Whiteness
ideologies for profit. However, her art show is the only time she is not actively doing something
to resist capitalism and Whiteness. In her art show, Detroit takes advantage of and manipulates
the oppressive system by giving this inauthentic performance. By essentially giving the people
what they want, Detroit can enter into the realm where she can begin to gain attention and status.
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Because she is an activist and anarchist at heart, gaining this attention and status gives her power,
thus putting her in a position to create meaningful change within the system.
Cassius “Cash” Green’s Journey
Through following Cash’s experiences in the film, one can identify the close relationship
of capitalism and Whiteness, as well as how his ideological and material conditions influence
each other. To start with, Cash’s name immediately brings attention to money and by extent, the
economy, indicating that Cash’s relationship with money will be a motif throughout Sorry to
Bother You. Gathered from the plot summary outlined above, Cash’s journey in the film begins
with evidence of him financially struggling. Before Cash leaves for his first day of work at Regal
View, his uncle reminds him that he is four months late on rent. Cash responds to this by saying,
“God made this land for all of us and greedy people like you want to hog it for yourself and your
family and charge the rest of us for the right to live” (Riley, 2018). Despite Cash’s uncle pointing
out the irony in Cash’s statement that they are family, Cash’s declaration establishes an anticapitalist tone for the film, as this interaction takes place within the first five minutes.
Additionally, this statement gives context to where Cash’s beliefs and values lie, clearly against
the structure of a capitalist economy (Fishbein, 1988; Marx & Engels, 1948).
At this point in time, Cash is a member of the subaltern. Living on the periphery of
power, his life is constricted by the lack of money (Gramsci, 1989). This is evident by different
visual details of the materialistic items Cash has in the film. At one point, Cash goes to fill up his
car with gas, telling the cashier to put forty on a specific pump, handing her a mere forty cents.
Cash is behind on rent, living in his uncle’s garage, wears worn and ill-fitting clothing, and has a
rusty and beat-up car that smokes when driven (Riley, 2018). Cash seems to trust that his
economic hardships are simply the way things are with little he can do to change his situation.
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Joining the strike led by his coworker Squeeze, Cash makes it is evident that he does not endorse
the capitalist ideology and chooses actively to resist it.
However, after discovering the influence his “White voice” has, he subscribes to the
common sense that achieving an envied Power Caller position is a possibility, eventually
becoming his reality. Cash further supports the common sense ideas that capitalism will reward
him by working hard and sticking to the script. However, it is Cash’s “White voice” that brings
him success at work. This proves that any ability to succeed financially is tied to one’s ability to
“play” White. Blacks can access Whiteness or dominantly White spaces only through presenting
as White. Cash using his “White voice” to become a power caller is a direct example of how
capitalism and Whiteness are intertwined with each other.
Whiteness, as it is an ideology embedded in social and power relations, influences how
Nonwhites live and work in America. In Sorry to Bother You, Cash is able to undermine
Whiteness in Regal View based on the assumption that being White is different than Whiteness.
In real-world capitalism, there are plenty of Black people who have become financially
successful through performing White. Specifically in politics, Black conservatives such a Stacey
Dash, Candace Owens, and Congressional Representative Burgess Owens have all worked with
conservative news outlet Fox News, speaking about issues that perpetuate Whiteness (BlackPast,
n.d.). These conservatives present an image where they are different than those who share their
skin color and do not call out the advantages that White people have in America, thus they are
playing White, whether it is subconscious or not. However, one does not have to go to the
extreme of conservatism to play White and be successful. For example, code-switching is a
behavior influenced by Whiteness to succeed in a capitalist system. Because Whiteness is the
ideology that White people are the standard and normal, people of color or people who are
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bilingual are sometimes encouraged to sound more professional, or in other words, Whiter
(Bozarth, 2019). When Cash uses his “White voice,” he is engaging in an exaggerated or satirical
form of code-switching, conveying that capitalism is only accessible through Whiteness.
Upon learning that Worry Free sells slave labor, Cash almost backs out of his promotion,
that is, until he sees his starting salary. Cash immediately switches to his “White voice,” joking
that he will need to purchase more suits. After seeing how much money he will make, Cash
chooses to exploit workers for profit. When Cash becomes a Power Caller and begins to earn
more money, he becomes a part of the gelatinous middle (Gramsci, 1976). Cash’s increased
wealth and status can be seen though him paying debts to his uncle, moving into a new
apartment, getting a fancy car, and buying nice suits for work (Riley, 2018). It appears that Cash
is largely motivated by money, which aligns with one of the critiques that Marx has for capitalist
values. Furthermore, Cash is so motivated by money that he compromises his moral values to
become a Power Caller. By this time, Cash has entirely bought into the capitalist ideology.
Cash is not the only one to use a “White voice” in the film. The only other Black Power
Caller, Mr. ____ uses a “White voice” and takes on a mentorship role for Cash during his
transition into a Power Caller. Both Cash and Mr. ____ only use a “White voice” when they are
working whereas before Cash would only use it when he was on the phone with a client. This
illustrates that Whiteness is a necessity when interacting with elites such as the other Power
Callers. When Cash converses with other Power Callers, he also participates in code-switching,
altering his vocabulary to sound more elite. Cash begins to use his “White voice” so often that he
sometimes forgets to talk normally. In one scene, Cash wishes Detroit a good morning in his
“White voice,” admitting that he sometimes does not notice that he is using it (Riley, 2018).
Detroit mentions that she does not like Cash’s “White voice,” to which Cash calls her a
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hypocrite, as she uses one for her art. While the argument appears to concern speaking in a
specific voice, it goes deeper into differences in ideology. Detroit uses her “White voice” to sell
her art, while Cash uses his “White voice” to sell slave labor. Cash, however, does not admit that
he is in the wrong, attempting to defend that he has finally found something he is good at and
enjoys just like Detroit and her art. Cash’s attempt at a justification for selling slave labor shows
how much his ideology has shifted. From being successful in a White-dominated industry, his
material wealth and conditions have greatly increased, thus altering his ideology to not think
twice about exploiting the working-class. This is necessary to mention, as capitalism, Whiteness,
and Gramscian concepts are all impacted by Cash’s current position.
While in the gelatinous middle as a Power Caller, Cash removes himself from the
ongoing telemarketer strike, thus putting a divide between his friends in the subaltern class and
himself. This class divide and Cash’s abandonment of the union strike become an issue with his
friend, Salvador, who confronts him about selling out. Cash retorts that his success has nothing
to do with Sal, but that he supports the strike from the sidelines despite not actually doing
anything to help out the telemarketers. This argument between Cash and Salvador is similar to
that of how the core tends to pit different subaltern or gelatinous groups against one another in an
effort to distract the groups from revolting against the hegemony (Gramsci, 1989). While this
interaction is a small part of the overall plot, it is important to note that the spirit of individualism
within capitalism drives a wedge into otherwise strong class solidarity.
Within the alternative universe of the film, Lift represents the core or hegemon. As the
CEO employs the Regal View Power Callers to make sales for the company, Lift is the ultimate
bourgeois elite with the Power Callers not far behind in status. In addition to his job, Lift also
lives in a very fancy mansion, decorated with marble statues, large paintings, and extravagant
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furniture. Lift dresses in expensive looking suits and high fashion, both of which symbolize
wealth. Gramsci does not mention racial issues, but rather social forces (applicable like race) that
contribute to social inequality (Hall, 1986). This knowledge helps support the idea that
capitalism and Whiteness are the intersecting forces that help perpetuate the power held by the
White CEO of Worry Free and the primarily White Power Callers of Regal View.
At Worry Free CEO Lift’s party, Lift encourages Cash to stop speaking in his “White
voice” and to sound Blacker. Additionally, Cash is coerced to perform aspects of his Blackness.
As aforementioned, this others Cash and he is put on display for Lift and all of his White guests.
At the same time, it grants him access to Lift’s social circle as his Blackness performance earns
Lift’s approval. Cash’s Blackness performance is based on racial stereotypes about Black culture
and Black people. Similar to how Black people can play White to become successful in
capitalism, Black people can also use exploit their culture or accentuate certain stereotypes,
appealing to White masses, to become rich and famous. There have been accusations that rappers
lie about guns and women, both of which are popular themes of rap music, to appeal to a larger
audience (Eustice, 2020). Although rap music is a predominantly Black domain, the number of
White listeners has increased dramatically over the past several decades (Sullivan, 2003). These
embellishments are evidence that Whiteness infiltrates even Black-dominated spaces, influencing
people to perform Blackness to be more successful.
As the night goes on, Lift invites Cash into his office for a private meeting. While Cash
typically code-switches when interacting with the elite, he mirrors Lift’s easy-going and casual
personality. Lift offers Cash a job, and eager to advance in social class and appeal to the
hegemon, Cash nonchalantly tells Lift that that the details of the job are boring and that he is in
for the money alone (Riley, 2018). Cash is fully subscribed to the capitalist ideology at this
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point. Seemingly desensitized to already selling slave labor, Cash at first does not even want to
hear about the details of the job. Of course, that is until Cash discovers Lift’s plan for human
genetic mutation to enhance Worry Free’s labor output. While this does not entirely exemplify
modern-day capitalism, it is important to note that property owners used breed slaves so they
could become stronger (Sublette & Sublette, 2015). While the genetic mutation to create humanhorse hybrids for stronger and more obedient workers is a satirical exaggeration, this re-imagined
slave-breeding connects how capitalism has historically exploited Black people, thus
contributing to the perpetuation of Whiteness.
Lift’s proposal is to have Cash be the “Equisapien Martin Luther King Jr…. but one we
control” for the millions of Equisapiens Lift is planning on creating (Riley, 2018). Undoubtedly
satirical, Lift demonstrates his utter racial ignorance and Whiteness by wanting Cash to become
just like civil rights activist Martin Luther King Jr. Lift also tells Cash that “they are not like us”
when referring to turning the Worry Free laborers into Equisapiens. This shows that Lift believes
that he and Cash are essentially better people than the working-class. As is mentioned in chapter
two, many believe that the working-class and Black people are synonymous and interchangeable.
Riley’s choice to include this line is key because he is suggesting that the Worry Free workers
are not good enough to be treated like humans, by extension, Black people are less than human.
Cash is offered one hundred million dollars for a five year contract, which he refuses.
Cash decides to quit his job as a Power Caller, as he fears that he may become an Equisapien due
to a confusion between snorting cocaine and the human-horse fusing catalyst at the party. Over
the next few days, Cash is extremely worried about transitioning into this hybrid and pays
attention for increased size in of his nostrils and penis, both of which are commonly associated
or stereotyped with Blackness. He seeks out Detroit for comfort, who reprimands him for
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rejoining the union strike only because of a negative personal experience with Lift. Here, Detroit
holds Cash accountable for his selfish decisions and encourages him to care more about society
as a whole, exhibiting the subaltern or class alliances that Gramsci (1989) encourages. Cash
realizes he was wrong to accept a Power Caller position, leaves his apartment, moves back in
with his uncle, and gives his car to Salvador as an apology for being a bad friend. While a small
detail, Salvador accepting the car as an apology from Cash provides evidence that Salvador is
also motivated by material possessions.
Cash rejoins his friends in the subaltern and plans the final strike event. Cash releases the
Equisapiens from Lift’s home to aid in the strike, which becomes a violent riot when militaristic
police arrive in an attempt to shut it down. The strike ends up successful for the telemarketers.
Several days later, Cash transitions into an Equisapien, and the film ends with Cash appearing to
lead a revolution against Lift. As this is the end of Cash’s journey for the audience, this
revolution can be viewed as Cash employing Gramsci’s war of maneuver (Gramsci, 1989).
Overall, Cash’s journey in the film begs the audience to challenge their conceptions of
capitalistic values and beliefs about Whiteness as Cash’s character is a prime example of a
critique of capitalism and Whiteness in the media.
The goal of this analysis was to understand the film’s messages about the mutual
relationship of material and ideological conditions. Cash’s journey directly exhibits how material
conditions and ideological conditions influence each other. When Cash had no wealth and few
material possessions, he held more fair and equitable beliefs. This is shown in his anti-capitalist
remark in the beginning of the film with his uncle and his active participation in the first strike
event. Cash’s attitudes and beliefs about the capitalist system and its ideologies rapidly change
when he subscribes to the ideologies of capitalism and Whiteness through using his “White
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voice” to succeed financially. However, Cash misaligns his moral compass to sell slave labor in
exchange for large amounts of money. Here, Cash’s acquisition of material wealth impacts his
ideological state. The more money he has, the less equitable and just his thinking is. Though
selling slave labor is a satirical exaggeration, Cash’s experiences outline how the capitalist
ideology to be motivated by money is damaging and unsustainable.
Leaving his Power Caller position means losing material wealth and possessions.
However, Cash’s ideological perspectives begin to shift back to anti-capitalist and antWhiteness. The film ends with Cash transforming into an Equisapien, leading his fellow humanhorse hybrid folk to Lift’s house for a presumed attack on Lift, who serves as the hegemon in
this alternative universe. This hint of rebellion is not only a prime example of Gramsci’s war of
maneuver but leaves the audience with the impression that revolution against the hegemony is
possible.
Overall, the film represents how disadvantageous and pervasive capitalism and
Whiteness are. By analyzing and critiquing numerous elements of capitalism and Whiteness in
Sorry to Bother You, I argue that Cash’s journey demonstrates how the influence of these social
forces is strongest when interconnected. Succumbing to these forces, Cash’s material conditions
and ideological conditions definitively influence each other, teetering back and forth. Cash
becomes so enamored and possessed by his material wealth that he is oblivious to his change in
ideology. The hegemon is able to manipulate Cash into serving them by distracting him with
financial success, though being pushed too far, Cash regains a good sense of the power structures
and chooses once again to oppose them. This finding is imperative for understanding Gramsci’s
concepts as it directly shows how two social forces influence and rely on each other to control
individuals.
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CHAPTER V: DISCUSSION
In summary, I conducted an analysis of Boots Riley’s 2018 film Sorry to Bother You. The
film is a satirical commentary on actual conditions in America, so I explored how capitalism and
Whiteness are represented and interact. My goal was to understand the film’s messages about the
mutual influence of material and ideological conditions. I did several comprehensive viewings of
the film, evaluating the plot, theme and tones, visual details, character portrayals, and dialogue. I
looked for cues that represented capitalism, Whiteness, and Gramscian concepts. Focusing on the
central characters, I considered how they dress, their living conditions, the way they talk (e.g.,
language patters, code switching), and the ideas they have and share through conversation. These
cues provided understanding of each character’s intentions, motivations, and how they fit into
the storyline. Through completing the analysis, I show that there are both major and
supplementary representations of capitalism, Whiteness, and their intersection in the film. This
intersection supports Gramsci’s theoretical framework that two social forces influence and rely
on each other. This intersection is necessary to change ideological perspectives and allow the
hegemony to maintain its dominance.
Capitalism
Noting that Sorry to Bother You is an intentional capitalist critique, I found many
different ways that capitalism was both represented and critiqued in the film. Most notably, the
structure of the Regal View company shows apparent differences between the working-class,
upper-middle class, and elite. Exemplifying the working-class or Gramsci’s concept of the
subaltern, the telemarketers work in a cluttered and drab basement. I discovered that the central
characters who are telemarketers are all financially struggling and do not have nice material
possessions. This was made evident through their conversations, clothing styles, and living
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conditions. On the contrary, the Power Callers have a fancy office on the top floor of the Regal
View building. The film never mentions Regal View CEOs or elites. Because the Power Callers
are on the top floor of the building, the film indicates that true wealth in the capitalist system is
hidden. The film intentionally offers the working-class a look into how only the gelatinous
middle work and live, suggesting that if they happen to break out of their class, they can only
aspire to become middle-class because the Power Caller boss(es) are never shown. In addition to
these displays of class differences, the slogan “stick to the script” is consistently repeated to the
telemarketers, urging them to follow the rules at work and within their prescribed social statuses.
While the living conditions of every character are not shown, there are examples of how
the subaltern, gelatinous middle, and hegemon live. Unsurprisingly, poor people live in less
affluent communities and are typically cramped in smaller rooms. The gelatinous middle is seen
with spacious apartments, but nothing exhibiting excessive wealth. Lift, as the hegemon, lives in
an enormous mansion with extravagant decorations, a surplus of food and drink, and a general
accumulation of stuff. By presenting poor and rich people this way, the film portrays that
through evaluating the material possessions and living conditions people have, we automatically
are able to tell what social class they reside in.
Another major representation of capitalism I found in the film was the Worry Free
company. Worry Free’s contracted slave labor serves as a critique showing how flawed the
capitalist system is, as a large portion of the population is impoverished enough to choose
working until death in exchange for basic necessities like food, clothing, and shelter. Lift, Worry
Free’s CEO, perfectly represents a capitalist. He is constantly striving to make labor output more
efficient to increase his profit and personal wealth; thus, the Worry Free laborers are treated
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horribly within their overcrowding housing. Additionally, Lift creates human-horse hybrids
called Equisapiens as literal work-horses to maximize his profits.
Capitalism is also represented in Sorry to Bother You through the plot surrounding the
telemarketer’s strike at Regal View, the existence of the gameshow “I Got the Shit Kicked Out
of Me,” Detroit’s anarchism and politically charged earrings, and the advertisements for Worry
Free. The strike is a model of how capitalism can be challenged and changed, as the strike is
ultimately successful for the telemarketers. The gameshow is a satirical example showing that
the public is so desperate for money that they endure a physical beating. Through her anarchist
graffiti and earrings, Detroit challenges capitalism by pushing anti-capitalist messages. Both her
graffiti and earrings are frequently commented on by other characters, showing that she is
successful in bringing her attitudes to people’s attention. For most of the film, her graffiti is
overlooked by the elite, which may signify that the system allows for these small displays of
protest. Her papier mâché statue of Lift and the horse is the only piece of protest art that
generates public discussion. Lastly, the advertisements for Worry Free are an example of how
the capitalist system exploits the lower-class in the pursuit of profit through the mixed messages
seen in the commercials.
Whiteness
In addition to the numerous representations and critiques I found on capitalism, I was
able to uncover several representations on Whiteness. The most prevalent depiction of Whiteness
in the film is the use of a “White voice.” This is done primarily by Cash to work his way up to
become a Power Caller. However, it was also utilized by fellow Power Caller Mr. ___ and
Detroit during her art show. Having these Black characters use a “White voice” to be successful
displays that Whiteness is a standard that must be met for financial prosperity. Additionally, a
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“White voice” is described as how White people think they should sound, which reinforces how
Whiteness is invisible in American society to the point of where White people need to perform
being White.
Lift’s party is another primary example of how Whiteness is represented in Sorry to
Bother You. Cash and Mr. ___ appear as token characters at the party as they are the only two
Black guests at Lift’s house. At the party, Cash is pressured into talking about stereotypical
Black things, such as gang life in Oakland and rap. Put on display, Cash is coerced into rapping
and performing aspects of his Blackness. He is essentially othered by Lift, the other Power
Callers, and the party guests.
Other than these two main events, I also found representations of Whiteness within
Detroit and another advertisement for Worry Free. Named after the American city with the
highest Black population, Detroit’s character is a proud, strong, Black, feminist. The art that she
creates is centralized on Africa, love, and respect for her ancestry. Additionally, Detroit wears
politically charged earrings that critique and challenge Whiteness. Lastly, an advertisement for
Worry Free targets Black men and accuses them of being irresponsible fathers. This message is a
very obvious representation of how damaging Whiteness in America can be for people of color.
Intersection of Capitalism and Whiteness
The film’s messages about the mutual influence of capitalism and Whiteness are present
independently, but the messages are more powerful when combined. This is evident to me
through the viral soda can meme, Detroit’s art show, but most importantly Cash’s overall journey
throughout the film. The White woman who hits Cash, a Black man, in the head with a can of
cola instantly becomes rich and famous, selling out to become a part of what she was originally
protesting. These events paired with the context of the infamous Kendall Jenner Pepsi ad show
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how capitalism and Whiteness can intertwine, since both White women profited off the
exploitation of people of color.
Detroit’s art exhibit is another example where I found the intersection of capitalism and
Whiteness. Detroit’s character serves as a strong challenger and disrupter for capitalism and
Whiteness, yet during her show she alters her appearance and uses a “White voice” to comply
with the standards set by Whiteness. She does this in an attempt to make a profit from her art.
While it is possible to interpret this as hypocritical, or that she has compromised her morals for
the capitalist ideology, Detroit deserves the benefit of the doubt. Her performance piece is so
absurd and satirical that she gives an inauthentic representation of herself as a way to enter a
White space where she can make lasting and meaningful change. By giving the audience what
they want, she will have a successful art show, therefore obtaining the attention and status
necessary to make any social difference.
Finally, Cash’s journey throughout the film is the best representation of how capitalism
and Whiteness intersect. Cash manifests the capitalist ideal of the American Dream by
transforming from working-class to Power Caller. However, this is not possible without
complying with the standards that Whiteness sets by using his “White voice.” Cash is motivated
by money and enjoys material items with his newfound wealth as a Power Caller. At the same
time, Cash compromises his Blackness for Lift’s entertainment and fully endorses the capitalist
ideology through selling slave labor in exchange for wealth. Upon hearing Lift’s plan to create
Equisapiens, Cash realigns his moral compass, leaves his profitable Power Caller job, and returns
to critiquing capitalism and Whiteness by joining the strike. This eventually leads to a successful
revolution against Lift and Worry Free. Conclusively, Sorry to Bother You presents an argument
for how destructive and pervasive capitalism and Whiteness are, especially when interwoven.
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Cash’s journey best represents the film’s messages about the mutual relationship of
material and ideological conditions. Cash initially holds equitable and fair ideologies, but his
acquisition of material items and monetary wealth influence him to lose sight of his anticapitalist and anti-Whiteness ideologies. I demonstrate in this thesis how material conditions and
ideological conditions vacillate back-and-forth. Bleak material conditions influence firm
egalitarian ideological conditions, such as anti-capitalism and anti-Whiteness. Conversely,
Cash’s journey shows how abundant material conditions influence weakened ideological
conditions.
Theoretical Implications
Considering all of Gramsci’s (1989) theoretical concepts, I determine that hegemony
manifests as the capitalist structure and Whiteness, the hegemon and gelatinous middle are
represented in the White characters, and the subaltern are represented in the Black characters and
other people of color. The common sense is found within the slogan “Stick to the script.” This
slogan references the idea of the American Dream, a largely unrealistic ideal rooted in
capitalism. Squeeze is the character who mainly holds and promotes Gramsci’s concept of good
sense, as he is the organizer for the strike against Regal View. Squeeze, Detroit, and Salvador are
subaltern characters who plan and participate in strike, and eventually, the revolution. Thus, they
conduct the actions representing Gramsci’s concepts of war of position and war of maneuver.
Sorry to Bother You is an excellent example of showing the different layers and levels of
intersection for social frameworks. My findings, specifically those that deal with the intersection
of capitalism and Whiteness, provide context to help others understand Gramsci’s concepts.
While Gramsci did not specifically discuss race or racialized issues in his writings, his concepts
can be applied to different social forces to analyze power structures (Hall, 1986). Because neither
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economic class nor race on their own are sufficient enough to sustain hegemonic control, their
interaction and reliance on each other is how the hegemony maintains its dominance. This is
evident throughout Cash’s journey in the film.
Cash only becomes financially successful in the capitalist system when he adopts typical
White behaviors, such as his “White voice.” He alters aspects of his Black identity, appealing to
the dominant, White ideology that one must conform in order to present and act as White. At the
same time, he abandons his initial equitable and anti-capitalist ideologies when he becomes a
Power Caller, showing that he now fully endorses the ideology associated with capitalism. Cash
consents to being dominated by both capitalist and White ideologies simultaneously. These
social forces are most powerful when they intersect. Cash is so consumed by his material wealth
that he does not notice he has become morally bankrupt. By distracting Cash with monetary
gains, the hegemon is able to manipulate him into serving them. This finding is crucial for
understanding Gramsci’s concepts as it directly shows how two social forces influence and rely
on each other to control individuals.
Practical Implications
The analyses in this thesis provide useful information aiding in bodies of scholarship in
capitalism, Whiteness, and media representations for both social forces. Most notably, material
and ideological conditions influence each other and teeter back-and-forth. People who follow
capitalism as an economic structure tend to be money-oriented, self-interested, and driven by
material conditions. My findings suggest that in the film, the more wealth and material items one
acquires, the less they acted upon any beliefs in equality and fairness. This reflects supporting
research on how greed is a driving force in the capitalist system, perpetuating a class divide
between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat (Marx & Engels, 1948; McGowan, 2013). The more
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money and material wealth that business owners acquire, the less they are willing to distribute to
their workers.
My findings admittedly do little to advance the concept of Whiteness. I did not uncover
any new information that was not already supported in the existing literature, yet the literature
did support my findings that characters of color have to adjust themselves to fit in with the
standards of Whiteness (Nakayama & Krizek, 1995). Thus, my findings aid to the scholarship of
Whiteness in media. While there is already an abundance of literature (Erigha, 2015; Mastro,
2015; Nakayama & Krizek, 1995) on understanding and critiquing Whiteness, we still need to
combat the standards it sets. This film presents more genuine and non-stereotypical
representations of people of color. Though the film is a satire, the portrayals of Black characters
do not play into the satirical aspect of the film, compared to the other exaggerated elements
present. Riley demonstrates that the Black experience in current American society is the only
authentic thing to come out of the intersection of capitalism and Whiteness. Again, this film does
not present any damaging stereotypes that are overabundantly found in Hollywood. However,
due to the fact that I am White, my perspective on this is limited because I cannot truly
understand the Black experience and harmful effects of Hollywood’s negative representations.
Therefore, more research is warranted from non-White, academic perspectives.
Lastly, my findings contribute to understanding the satirical genre and how satire works
within media in 2021. While satire typically points fingers at only the elites or those in power,
Riley (2018) uses satire to call out everyone. Specifically, Riley highlights Detroit and Cash’s
behavior when they essentially sell-out in pursuit of profit. This can be interpreted both as a
critique on the marginalized characters and as a glorification of them for taking advantage of
their situation. As supported by previous research, the risk of misinterpretation of satirical
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content is always present (Johnson et al., 2015). For this reason, it is paramount for audiences to
educate themselves and others, regardless of where they stand on the ideological spectrum.
Limitations and Future Research
There were several limitations to this thesis that should be noted. As Sorry to Bother You
is a fairly new film, there is a lack of prior research. Because of this, many of the sources I cite
involving the film are either from news’ sites or culture blogs. These types of sources may
contain biases that I did not detect in my research, putting my argument at risk of being too onesided. Additionally, I would like to have included more research on satire. While the film is
satirical, it did not occur to me as I was researching to include examples of how satire has been
tied to capitalism and Whiteness before.
Furthermore, I admit that my biases likely reinforce my findings. As a critical scholar, I
hold discerning views of capitalism and Whiteness. While this made analyzing the film
enjoyable and interesting, I realize my findings are constrained within the realm of possibility
that my analysis was corrupted through confirmation bias. Moreover, I am White. Because of
this, my understanding of experiencing the oppression of Whiteness is limited. I can
acknowledge the damaging Whiteness ideology in America and recognize its infiltration in all
aspects of society, but my skin color gives me the privilege of not being othered because of
Whiteness, like the Black characters in the film. Therefore, it is imperative to note that my
depictions of the characters’ Blackness come from a privileged perspective and cannot fully
comprehend the depth of the struggles and narrative. However, my analysis and interpretation of
the film can boost awareness of these struggles for Nonblack audiences.
As Gramsci’s concepts can be applied to analyze how social forces interact and influence
each other, future research should explore alternative social frameworks other than capitalism
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and Whiteness. For instance, Detroit held a very prominent role in the film, yet she was the only
central character who identifies as a woman. Analyzing the film in terms of gender could be
interesting, as the film could easily be analyzed through a feminist lens. Other theories or
theoretical frameworks that could work with Sorry to Bother You could be cultural-identity
theory, social identity theory, and identity management theory. These theories all analyze how
identity is formed through the groups or culture one is a part of. Critical race theory would also
be very applicable as it analyzes the relationship between race and power.
Conclusion
In sum, this thesis investigated satirical portrayals of capitalism, Whiteness, and how they
interact within Sorry to Bother You, with a focus on describing messages about the mutual
influence of material and ideological conditions. By using Gramscian concepts as a theoretical
framework, I reveal that the intersection of multiple dominant social forces can impact how and
what individuals believe in the film.
The findings also suggest that both capitalism and Whiteness work as invisible
frameworks within American society. They often go unnoticed, and therefore are unchallenged.
Conversely, both capitalism and Whiteness are incredibly visible in current society. American
culture is infatuated with consumption. With capitalism, people flaunt large houses, fancy cars,
the latest tech gadget. Concerning Whiteness, companies worldwide are hosting workshops and
seminars to educate people on their White privilege. People all over social media bring attention
to how Whiteness and White privilege impact marginalized communities. At the same time,
there are many who oppose these measures to expose Whiteness. Recently, many have been
vocal about outlawing teaching critical race theory in schools or cancelling education that
provides new interpretations of the immense impact slavery has had in society (Gerstmann,
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2021). Essentially, capitalism and Whiteness are two highly visible systems in which some are
attempting to make invisible.
These two forces are unquestionably recognizable on their own. This is seen through
evidence in Sorry to Bother You as well as in current American society. However, my findings
indicate that these systems are interdependent and reinforce each other. Deeply intertwined for
centuries, class status and race are presumed by many to be synonymous. This is not a
coincidence, as capitalism exploits race to sustain itself and the class divide. Additionally,
Whiteness relies on capitalism to maintain a dominant ideology through disadvantaging
marginalized communities. Therefore, it is the point of intersection where they become invisible.
These frameworks are damaging and pervasive because they perpetuate systems of
domination to control the general public while the elite remain in power, as shown through the
results of this thesis. Although capitalism and Whiteness are so deeply rooted in American
society, critiquing these dominant systems exposes the inequalities within them. Exposure can
lead to understanding, which can then lead to challenging the elite and holding them accountable.
A society unplagued by classist and racial domination may seem like an improbability, but
change is possible, and I am hopeful.
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